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Next Steps

Discussion

Proposed New TLS Program

TLS Stakeholder Engagement Overview
Purpose, goals and process

Welcome and Introductions

Topic

10 min

5 min

70 min

15 min

10 min

10 min

Timing

Agenda

Closing Remarks
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Engagement Goals

TLS Engagement Program Overview
TLS Desired Outcomes
• Increased company
•
accountability for safety,
training and compensation •
• Improved service quality
and standards
• Improved stability.
•
•

Gain confidence of
stakeholders
Confirm stakeholder
understanding of current
challenges and how TLS
changes can help
Increase stakeholder
understanding of Smart Fleet
Gain insight into best approach
to implement new TLS
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Consultation Commitments

The consultation process will…
• Collect input through a structured process
managed by a third party
• Meet with a broad range of industry
participants
• Be respectful, ensuring all participants have an
opportunity to be heard
• Document all input received
• Report back, online and directly to
consultation participants
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Part 2:
TLS Implementation

• Discuss consultation
findings and Port response
• Feedback on proposed
performance measures
• Answer questions about
contract requirements

Stakeholder Engagement Process

• Prepare
summary
report and next
steps
• PMV considers
and prepares
response

Analysis and
Consideration

To support Year 1 of new TLS program

• Feedback on the program
in general
• Input on performance
requirements, how to
connect drivers and
companies, how to support
people who wish to leave
and how to consult in part 2

Part 1:
TLS Framework
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Truck Licencing

GPS

INITIATIVE

• Develop and implement new policy, processes and supporting

• Complete consultation with stakeholders

• Expand to full fleet of container trucks

2014 SMART FLEET ACTIVITY

New TLS in Context

System (TLS)
software

• Expand existing model to support operational decision making

Reservation

Common

• Implement software to measure gate use and compliance

• Begin consultation with stakeholders

• Extended Gates Pilot Project

Drayage Model

System (Phased

• Develop framework for common reservation system

including gate operating hours and off-dock truck movements

Implementation)

• Develop empty container inventory system
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No control of off-dock rate
compliance

Moratorium/too many
trucks; not enough trucks

Long wait times at the
terminal

Current rate compliance
enforcement is ineffective

What we’ve heard

Full GPS and drayage model implementation
so we can identify problem areas; Province to
expand rate audits to review and include offdock moves

If a truck meets established TLS standards
and is being used, it’s needed

Expand gate hours to provide more capacity;
tighten terminal standards; common
reservation system

Province to review compliance program; New
TLS audit program to cover all companies and
all moves including off-dock

Our assessment of how to address

Key Issues and Concerns

Tension between terminal
workers and drivers

Addressing system challenges and adding
whistle-blower service will help reduce wait
times and relieve pressure on everyone

New TLS is designed to help address some of these, it is just one piece of
p o r t m e t r o v a n c o u v e r.c o m
the solution and other changes are underway.
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CURRENT

CURRENT
Licensed-based
relationship

Permit with fee
Permit moratorium

NEW

Contract with fee and
security deposit
Sponsor specific IOs
Permit allocation
Cost-recovery charges for
infractions and repairs
(e.g. damaged rail gate)
Expanded rate compliance
audits

NO permit fees
Company-sponsored
permit
Current standards remain

p o r t m e t r o v a n c o u v e r.c o m

NEW

TLS Year 1 Changes
I/O DRIVERS
TRUCKING COMPANIES
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Contract
Sponsor drivers
Cost recovery for
infractions and
repairs
Expanded rate
compliance audits
YEAR 2

TLS Year 2 Changes
YEAR 1

Performance-based
allocation of supply:

• For compliance

• For utilization

Discounts and premium
offerings for:

• Equipment quality

• Participation in
voluntary programs
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Discussion – Existing TLS System
1. What works well with the current TLS?
2. How do you think it could be improved?
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Discussion– New TLS System

Permit requirements and performance metrics
Sponsorship process
Length and payment terms
Fees
Cost recovery charges and suspensions
Audits and enforcement
Moratorium

3. What questions or comments do you have
about the new TLS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4. What benefits would it offer?
5. What potential challenges might it create?
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Discussion – Standards and Enforcement

6. Environmental standards are required. What
other entry standards do you think should
apply, if any?
7. What suggestions do have for performance
metrics? Why?
! Safety
! Equipment
! Utilization

8. How would you suggest that TLS performance
be monitored and enforced?
9. Are there others in the supply chain that
should have accountability? How?
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Discussion - Implementation

10.What suggestions do you have for connecting
drivers and companies for sponsorship?

11.How well do you think the new TLS program
will support the desired outcomes?

12.What do you see as some of the challenges
affecting the program roll out?
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Discussion - Communications

13.As the Port refines and proceeds to
implementation, what additional questions do
you have?
14.How would you like to be involved in the next
phase of consultation?
15.How should the Port provide other companies
and drivers with details on this program?
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Annual trucking company
licence fee based on cost
recovery
Contract agreement with

Proposed New

Proposed TLS Fee Structure
Current

Annual truck permit
fee
TLS operation underfunded

- Per permit amount
- Security deposit
- Schedule for infractions

p o r t m e t r o v a n c o u v e r.c o m
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!
!
CURRENT TLS PROGRAM
!

15. How should the Port provide other companies and drivers with details on this
program?

!
14. How would you like to be involved in the next phase of consultation?
!

13. As the Port refines and proceeds to implementation, what additional questions do you
have?

!
12. What do you see as some of the challenges affecting the initial program roll out?
!
!
COMMUNICATIONS
!

11. How well do you think the new TLS program will support the desired outcomes of
accountability, stability and effective use of supply?

!
!
IMPLEMENTATION
!
10. What suggestions do you have for connecting drivers and companies for sponsorship?
!

9. The proposed changes focus on the Port, trucking companies and drivers.
Are there others in the supply chain that should have accountability? How?

!
6. What other entry standards do you think should apply, if any?
!
7. What suggestions do you have for performance metrics? What would they address?
!
8. How would you suggest that TLS performance be monitored and enforced?
!

In the future, performance metrics could be applied as a means to ensure continued
quality and help allocate licences. Potential performance metrics could include safety,
equipment and utilization.

!

Port Metro Vancouver has committed to achieving high environmental standards and the
new TLS would require licence holders to meet these standards, such as engine age, in
order to gain access to Port facilities. Other entry standards could also apply.

!

STANDARDS AND ENFORCEMENT

April 2014

PROPOSED NEW TRUCK LICENSING SYSTEM
CONSULTATION DISCUSSION GUIDE

Port Metro Vancouver’s Truck Licensing System (TLS) is used to manage truck access and
operations on Port property. Trucking companies with more than three vehicles operate
under a licence agreement and independent operators have a permit agreement. TLS
ensures drivers and companies meet safety and environmental standards and conduct
themselves appropriately on and around Port property. It also includes a rate audit
function to ensure the 2005 Memorandum of Agreement rates are paid. It applies only to
non union companies and does not cover off-dock facilities, which are not considered Port
property.

!
1. What in your opinion works well with the current TLS?
!
2. How do you think it could be improved?
!
PROPOSED NEW TLS PROGRAM
!
The proposed new TLS program is designed to improve service quality and standards,
increase company accountability for driver behaviour and compensation and improve
stability through effective use of container truck supply in a seasonal market. As
proposed, it would:

!

• Maintain current safety and environmental standards
• Expand to include all trucking companies and off-dock moves
• Require companies to enter into an (annual) term contract with the Port to supply trucks
• Require companies to sponsor drivers to increase accountability and track supply ―
companies and drivers would agree to the arrangement and the Port would confirm a
permit to access
• Include a term fee to fund the expanded TLS program and performance security deposit
to address performance compliance
• Include increased enforcement and audits to ensure fairness and accountability
• In the future, annual performance metrics would be used to help determine allocation of
permits

!
3. What questions or comments do you have about the new TLS?
!
4. What benefits would this new program offer?
!

5. What potential challenges do you think it would create if any?

Truck Licence System Evolution

!

No requirements

No requirements

No requirements

Interim licence
introduced

No requirements

1999
Annual licence
agreement

2013

Annual licence
agreement
Must run more than
3 trucks

3 years satisfactory
National Safety Code
(NSC)
Annual permit agreement
Annual fee of $300
per truck
Moratorium on new
independent operator
applications
Existing trucks must
meet age and
environmental standards

Applies on rates to,
from and within Port
property

Non-union companies
only

No requirements

Applies on rates to, from
and within Port property

Non-union companies
only

New trucks must be
2007 or newer

No requirements

No requirements

No fee

Annual permit
agreement

No fee

2005

2015

Key Benefits

Regulated rates increase

Supports implementing a
common reservation
system

Annual permit agreement

Applies on rates to, from
and within Port property

All licenced companies
(union and non-union)

Distributing terminal gate
efficiency fees to
independent operators

Off-dock rates alignment

New fuel surcharge rate

Targets for truck utilization
(2nd phase)

Schedule for cost recovery fees for
infractions

Rate audit process revised to include
all companies and off-dock moves

GPS units mandatory

Existing trucks must meet age and
environmental standards

Must be sponsored by a trucking
company

Annual fee removed

Annual truck company licence fee (rate
TBD)

Contract based

Licences allocated based on
performance

Security deposit required

Greater accountability

Key Policy Elements

The Truck Licence System (TLS) was implemented in 2005 through federal Order in Council following a prolonged work stoppage. Originally designed to help
enforce minimum rates through allocation of approved truck permits, it has evolved over time to incorporate other important aspects of Port operations including
safety and performance metrics. The following table provides an overview of how the TLS has changed over time as well as the proposed new changes on which
Port Metro Vancouver is currently consulting.
Component

!
LICENSEE/
TRUCKING COMPANY

PERMITTEE/
INDEPENDENT OPERATOR

TRUCK STANDARDS

RATE AUDITS

PERFORMANCE METRICS

NEW TLS PROGRAM

TLS CONSULTATION
FEEDBACK FORM

!
!

April 2014

Port Metro Vancouver is consulting with key stakeholders to develop a proposed
new TLS program with the goal of improving service quality and standards,
increasing company accountability for driver behaviour and compensation, and
improving stability through effective use of container truck supply.
To help ensure we are capturing input from a broad cross section of stakeholders,
we ask participants to please complete this feedback form during the consultation
session and return to it the session facilitator.
1. How would you describe yourself?

❏
❏
❏
❏

Trucking Company representative
Independent Owner Operator
Terminal representative

❏
❏
❏

Importer
Exporter
Other, specify:

Shipper

2. If you represent a trucking company, what size?

❏
❏
❏

3 or fewer trucks
4 to 19 trucks
20 trucks or more

3. If you represent a trucking company, is your fleet made up of…?

❏
❏
❏

Only company trucks
Mix of company trucks and independent owner operators
Only owner operator trucks

4. If you represent a trucking company, what types of services do you
supply?

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Container yard operator

❏
❏
❏
❏

Transloader
Reloader
Tractor/cartage service
Long-haul

Private carrier
Contract carrier
Freight forwarder
Diversified, other, specify:

Local drayage

5. Based on today’s discussion, please indicate your level of agreement that
the proposed new TLS program will support achieving the desired
outcomes of improved accountability, stability and effective use of supply.

❏
❏

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree

❏
❏

Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree

PORT METRO VANCOUVER | TLS CONSULTATION
FEEDBACK FORM V1.1

6. What do you see as some of the challenges affecting the initial program
roll out?

7. How should the Port provide companies and drivers with details on this
program?

8. What remaining questions do you have about the proposed new TLS
Program, if any?

Thank you for your participation
If you wish to take part in the next phase of consultation in late April/
early May, please provide your contact information below.
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Note: if emailing your response, please send to info@lucentstrategies.ca on or before April 13

!

APPENDIX B:
MEETING NOTES AND
WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
DETAILED MEETING NOTES
WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 3, 2014
Summary of the BCTA Board Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed
new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Thursday, April 3, 2014 at the BCTA Offices, 20111 93A Avenue,
Langley, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Gerry Cullen, Western Star & Sterling Trucks of
Vancouver Inc.
Ben Boon, Chevron Canada Ltd.
Pat Yearwood, Yearwood and Company – Lawyers
Brendan McCullough, McCullough Coach Lines Ltd.
Ken Johnson, Ken Johnson Trucking Ltd.
Phil Bandstra, Bandstra Transportation Systems Ltd.
Dan Watson, Canada Cartage
Kevin Johnson, Coastal Pacific Xpress Inc.
Grant Hankins, Progressive Waste Solutions
Mitchell Zulinick, Arrow Transportation Systems Inc.
Andrew Anderson, Sylvite Transportation Group Ltd.
Greg Munden, Munden Ventures Ltd.
Michael Bennett, CMW Insurance Services Ltd.
Jim Charles, Berry & Smith Trucking Ltd.
Gary Vos, Tri-R Transport Ltd.
Jim White, Commercial Logistics Inc.
Kevin Clark, Valley West Transport Ltd.
Stephen Szalkai, Rempel Bros. Concrete Ltd.
Doug Elliot, Apex Industrial Movers
Trevor Sawkins, Cold Star Freight Systems Inc.
Murray Scadeng, Triton Transport Ltd.
Louise Yako, BCTA President & CEO

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Christine Viray-Luk, Supply Chain Optimization
Specialist
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response
1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 1:30 p.m. The facilitator explained
the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one of the stakeholder meetings in a series of planned
stakeholder meetings, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro
Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new TLS.
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BCTA Board Stakeholder Group Meeting
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4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: What are double-ended moves?
R: This applies when an export container is brought into the terminal, and the same driver picks up an
empty container for the way back.
Q/C: What is an independent operator?
R: An independent operator is someone who owns and operates the truck and owns a Port permit. An
owner-operator is able to move between companies.
Q/C: What is an off-dock move?
R: This refers to moves taking place outside of the Port but related to port operations. It is a move from a
de-stuffing facility; the truck moves from there to another location as an empty where it is then loaded.
Current TLS Program
Q/C: The current program seems to be skewed by service level agreements made between terminals and
larger carriers. We should look at this for a more fair, even playing field.
Q/C: Wouldn’t it make more sense to simplify it and make licenses transferable, so that they apply to the
company as a whole? For example, does it matter which 10 trucks use a specific license?
R: We like that idea and we are trying to address this through sponsorship. The current TLS has a 90-day
provision for a license return if there is inactivity, which allows for an extended holiday.
Q/C: It should be 30 days.
Q/C: What is the advantage of limiting the number of licenses?
R: Advantages would be: knowing who’s on Port property and who’s not, being able to manage the number
of trucks entering the port to meet supply and demand, providing for a manageable rate audit process, and
constraining supply to prevent flooding and to allow the ability for rate investigation!
!
Q/C: Wouldn’t it be more efficient to meet some minimum requirements and have unlimited permits?
R: It would be moving forward to a more market-driven model but we are still hearing that some regulation
is needed.
Q/C: The fundamental problem is wait times. Wouldn’t fixing that fix a lot of the problems?
R: Performance issues are endemic in port industry and we have to address multiple issues at the same
time. Port Metro Vancouver is one of the only ports with GPS to track times and we know there needs to
be improvement, but there is also some exaggeration with wait times where the some extremes are being
presented as the norm and that’s not the case.
Q/C: What’s the difference between a license and a permit?
R: Under the current system, a trucking company has a license and a truck operator has a permit.
Q/C: Why not have one license or permit for all? Or have a general license for companies and permits for
special use only?
Q/C: Drivers will exaggerate wait times.
Q/C: What was the reason for giving each owner-operator a license? That means you’re dealing with a lot of
individuals over companies.
R: We have an obligation to know who is on the Port.
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Proposed New TLS
Q/C: Where does the GPS area start?
R: There are geo-fences around the terminal, which tracks when trucks enter and leave the terminals, and
also includes a measurement of time on the road (between the VACS access gate to enter port lands and
the individual terminal access gate.
Q/C: Typically a market works itself out so there must be something within the drayage system that is not
allowing people to make money. We have moved away from rules and regulations in other cases – it seems
counter-intuitive.
R: We do want to move away from regulation, but we’re hearing that some regulation is needed through
the audits. We are looking for strategies to move toward a more market-driven sector.
Q/C: Why do truckers feel they should be there three hours ahead of opening time or appointment time?
R: The terminal operators are enforcing the reservation time, and if the truck gets in front, the drivers will
increase their chances of being served, perhaps even before their reservation time. The reservation system
is not perfect in terms of optimization.
Q/C: As you come through the gate, can a reservation time be linked to GPS? Can people be sorted into
lines? How can we tie these things together?
R: It’s something that we are working towards – it is possible, and we are trying to link data to create that
visibility.
Q/C: This seems to be a use-it-or-lose-it system. It doesn’t consider variable demand for a trucking company
by its own customers – demand goes up and down. The system needs the flexibility to expand and contract.
R: It is a problem. What can we do to bridge it and not leave a loophole? There are so many different
business models, can everybody fit into one approach? We will always have pressure from those wanting
more licenses, but not usually from those wanting fewer licenses.
Q/C: I worry that we’re creating a labour environment at our ports with some of the issues being
experienced at American ports.
Q/C: The situation described occurred in 2005, with the goal to not allow lawbreakers to dictate situations.
It was not because of the Port, it was because of a government decision, and it was extremely frustrating.
The Port wanted to hold to that, and government couldn’t let them.
Q/C: Why not just give licenses to people that actually ship the products? Take it off your back?
R: For technical reasons, it probably won’t work and the shippers themselves don’t want that approach.
Q/C: We’re near the top of turnaround times. Can we discuss with others at the top, like Seattle?
R: We have two terminals that operate with better turn times.
Q/C: Extended gates have been imports only, but not exports?
R: We have the extended gate pilot project coming up, which is intended to address both.
Q/C: GPS compatibility, is there a way to upgrade existing software rather than getting entirely new units?
R: Funding is available for updating software, and we have asked the existing service provider about the
feasibility of applying updates.
Q/C: What we would like to do is take railroad to Ashcroft and trucks from there to eliminate the need for
TLS – less strain on ports and more work for rails.
R: If the business model works for Ashcroft, that is great.
Q/C: It seems inefficient to only operate 8-10 hours a day – that is too short of a day. Trucks want to run 24
hours per day. Many trucks are parked all night waiting for containers.
Q/C: Maybe the solution to wait times is simpler than a GPS system; maybe we just need to go back to
basics with a paper-based system. Ultimately it is the driver that suffers when wait times are long.
Q/C: What kind of transparency is allowed with the GPS systems? Can we log in to verify times?
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R: Our intention is to identify what value we can return from GPS to trucking companies. It might mean
reports and giving data
Q/C: Some of that cost will come back to the carrier. It should be totally transparent to add some value to
that cost.
R: We have challenged our GPS provider to help us understand ways we can provide value to companies.
Q/C: Carriers are being held more responsible for owner-operators – I agree, but the way it’s set up, Port
Metro Vancouver has an agreement with both. You can’t hold only one party responsible when the
agreement is with two.
Q/C: The reservations for exports vs. imports are different. You can’t match reservation for reservation with
imports because they take longer. Imports you need to dig out. Is there a system that you can implement
so it’s “pick off the top” as well?
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: What performance metrics are you setting on the Port side? What are you expecting in terms of
terminal times?
R: The metric was turn-time, and now it will include roadway time from the security gate, to in-terminal and
then out. There is now a 90-minute window with a penalty to terminals for longer wait times.
Q/C: The moratorium contributes to the problems that we have. The market will balance by itself if the
audits work. I feel like we can’t invest in new trucks because it is too risky and we can’t hire new owneroperators. By lifting the moratorium, you can water down the owner-operator system. The moratorium is
preventing growth.
R: If you enforce the rates and compliance with proper auditing, then maybe a limit to the permits is not
needed. In the meantime, Port Metro Vancouver is applying the standards you would need to meet to get a
permit. Performance measures may also affect the number of permits issued. What should those metrics
be?
Q/C: One of the challenges is that some organizations won’t distribute funds. This is an auditing challenge –
how do you bridge this gap?
R: We agree that broadening the scope of audits is a good idea. Finding a way for that to happen will be a
challenge. Other elements of TLS need to be strengthened.
Q/C: If it is the province’s agenda to make sure drivers are getting paid, should they perhaps amend the
employment standards act?
R: That still doesn’t address the problem.
Q/C: The auditing process is a double edge sword – it presents problems for hourly payment.
R: A lot of thought will need to be put into to how that will be addressed.
Q/C: Can the Canada Revenue Agency be involved in audits? Will it be recorded one way or the other?
Implementation
Q/C: What makes you think that when you implement the changes and limit the scope of operators, that
they won’t respond as they have in the past?
R: It is problematic. A lot will depend on how quickly it occurs and what kind of transitional period we have.
The sponsorship system doesn’t prevent owner-operators from participating in this system, but it does put
accountability for drivers on the companies. We need to take measured but deliberate steps to create a
more open environment.
Q/C: What next? When does it stop? I can see the unintended consequences of adding another layer of
bureaucracy to run our economy. The Ports will lose the bureaucratic war – the market will adjust.
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Communication
Q/C: Factual data is very important for the public and we need to provide that. We need to have sound
factual information.
Q/C: Information has to be well in advance of the changes – two weeks notice. Communication is often too
late or we receive none at all. Can we have a questionnaire prior to making changes? It shows mutual
respect that you are considering the community, but who is the community?
R: The community is the trucking industry and companies. Have to involve drivers. Also, Full Service
Operators are involved in the agreement, so we will communicate with them too. Maybe there could be an
online suggestion box?
Q/C: We appreciate this type of forum for information. Previously we haven’t been involved enough, and
this is a great way to provide input. The more you can keep us engaged, the better, and the engagement is
appreciated.
Q/C: The Port and the trucking industry are very intertwined; it’s important to fix this together.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 3, 2014
Summary of the first BCTA Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed
new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Thursday, April 3, 2014 at the BCTA Offices, 20111 93A Avenue,
Langley, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Colman Tokei, Burton Delivery
Stephanie Gagnon, XTL Transport
Shinda Aheer, Aheer Transportation Ltd.
Rex D’Souza, Prudential Transportation
Suzanne Wentt, Indian River
Cory Tepper, Canada Drayage
John Bourbonniere, Harbour Link Container Services
Inc.
Suki Singh, Rite Line Transportation
Chris Locher, LEI
Alan Moulton, Tri-R Transport
Matthew May, Pro West Trucking Inc.
John McMahon, Trucking Safety Council of BC
Louise Yako, BCTA President & CEO

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Christine Viray-Luk, Supply Chain Optimization
Specialist
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, facilitator, and Louise Yako, BCTA President & CEO, welcomed participants and the meeting
began at 9:30 a.m. The facilitator explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of
planned stakeholder meetings, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and
Port Metro Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Will the Port review the consultation report prior to publication?

!
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R: The report will be an independent report that Lucent will write. The Port won’t edit the content, but
Lucent will ask Port staff to review it to ensure that we’ve accurately interpreted the input provided and
presented the findings within the intended context. The Port will also prepare an input consideration report
that speaks to how the input has been considered in refining the proposed new TLS program.
Q/C: Is there a hard copy of the presentation available?
R: A lot of the information is available in Frequently Asked Questions and the discussion guide. We will also
post the presentation on Port Metro Vancouver’s website along with the consultation report so that it can
be read in context.
Q/C: When you say we have to sponsor, is there a requirement that the person we sponsor must be a
previous TLS holder, or can we control whom we can hire and whom we can’t?
R: There is a moratorium in place today. Changes to this, if any, will be incorporated into the new TLS.
We’re seeking your feedback on all aspects of TLS.
Q/C: We feel that you are building a “mousetrap” that is going to cost, cost, cost. Port Metro Vancouver
needs to control licenses so owner-operators are not holding them for ransom.
R: Noted.
Q/C: What will the security deposit be based on?
R: That is undetermined at this time but we’re looking at what options are available.
Q/C: Is there an opportunity to grow? Licenses are being limited but most of us are trying to grow.
R: We want people to get where they need to be.
Q/C: Have you looked at the make-up of the drayage sector? There are 70-80 separate business models, so
it is not a one-size-fits-all. If everything is geared to a big-box operator instead of smaller companies, on
which our economy is based, we will suffer.
R: We recognize that within this market there are a variety of different business models that we have to
take into consideration.
Q/C: Can you explain liquidated damages?
R: These are pre-determined payments to be made in the event of an infraction. They are intended to be a
true reflection of the cost to repair or replace, for example the cost to replace a damaged rail gate. The predetermined costs would be incorporated into a published schedule of fees.
Q/C: With respect to damages, if an owner-operator is responsible, will the costs be placed against the
company?
R: We haven’t decided anything, but we have thoughts and we’re looking for feedback. With the TLS we
want companies to be more accountable, and drivers to be more accountable to their company. Maybe
some damages can be passed along to drivers in cases of negligence.
Q/C: Your presentation talked about the license fee – will the license fee act as a cost recovery for all other
components of the TLS?
R: The intention is to use these fees to fund the annual operations of TLS program. The liquidated damages
are separate and would go toward replacement or repair as noted earlier.
Q/C: Will the TLS be managed by the Port or by another party?
R: The Port will play a role in championing development, in the future there may be a third party but it is too
soon to say.
Q/C: Rather than engaging in this exercise to analyze all the models, a real critical priority for the Port should
be rate regulation. There is a need for the audit process to be much more rigid. I would recommend
penalties and the Port decides the penalty.
R: How we’re going to move forward is yet to be determined. It could be something similar to what we
have today, with some expanded areas, or it could be completely different.
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Q/C: Rather than spending money analyzing business models – if you have really good auditing, the market
will sort itself out. We don’t need an army of bureaucrats to analyze the industry; we need to tighten up on
auditing.
R: We all know that less bureaucracy is the best thing for a free market, but it is not possible today. We still
need to manage supply and audit, but as time goes on we could peel away some layers of regulations.
Having more requirements to audit is a form of regulation in itself. There are some things that we do need
to go forward with in the TLS reform, one of which involves additional auditing.
Q/C: A big concern is transparency and the failure of transparency is frightening. The TLS must follow the
contract published on the website, but the newest contract on the Port Metro Vancouver website is from
2010. Nothing has come through and nothing has been published even though it was promised in August.
R: Noted.
Current TLS Program
Q/C: The TLS needs more transparency.
Q/C: There needs to be better rate regulation.
Q/C: There are some 2000 TLS licenses and $600,000 being collected through these licenses. Why do we
wait up to three days to get a replacement license? That means we are without a vehicle for three days.
There needs to be a certain time frame and if the license is received outside of that, we should be able to
claim a refund.
Q/C: The intent is good but it needs to have a specific time window, for example three hours from email to
response.
Q/C: We need faster access to information and application processing – Port Metro Vancouver doesn’t
understand timeliness. This needs to be faster.
R: We recognize this, which is why we’re working to develop new system.
Q/C: From a system perspective, referencing the existing TLS and how quickly we call in seems irrelevant
because of the new TLS.
Q/C: It seems endemic within the Port not to be timely; it shouldn’t have taken three years to figure out
what the commercial issue is.
Q/C: We have questions and concerns about the reservations system interface and consultation about the
interface. What information will be known to others?
R: Part of what we are consulting on is what information people think they need to know and why. We
want to demonstrate fairness and transparency but we need to protect business interests as well. We hear
from people that they want more transparency but also that they want details to be kept confidential. We
need to clarify before we build the system because once the new system is in place; it’s difficult to make
changes.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: There is a benefit to ensuring a level playing field for all participants and recognizing the roles of each
player.
Q/C: This shifts the power base back to where the control needs to be. Right now an owner-operator who
has a license can leave us hanging – it is like gold. This will really shift attitudes and understanding that the
contract is the most important thing, not the TLS.
Q/C: The key is to balance regulation with the free market economy. The balance between market supply
and demand needs to be taken into consideration. This must occur while still maintaining regulation.
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Q/C: We have concerns about allocation of future trucks.
R: We are trying to help manage supply and demand. From a transparency and privacy perspective, should
granting new licenses be private or public?
Q/C: It should be private.
Q/C: Access to the terminals is even more important than the long wait times. Improvements to TSI are
critical. Port Metro Vancouver needs to be transparent in terms of the cost of the TLS. Challenges at TSI are
why we had trucking strike and this needs to be addressed. Equal access to terminals is important. We
cannot have a situation where certain people have privileged access. There is security with reservations but
the reservation system is continually delayed. It needs to come as soon as possible.
Q/C: The industry is limited by exports at Deltaport. Getting appointments is very difficult and it stunts
business growth.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver and businesses are thinking on different levels. In the second stage hopefully
these thoughts will align and then we can move forward.
Q/C: Going forward, if rate cutting is controlled there will be a natural transition away from independent
owner-operators and towards company drivers which would be more stable.
Q/C: We need help with the appointments – it is really choking our businesses.
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: We have to audit everybody, it has to be bulletproof and like a labour standards type of audit. Small
companies alleged they were immune to audits.
Q/C: Following up on a previous comment, there is difficulty associated with the complexity of the auditing.
Some companies, not represented here, have drayage and non-drayage equipment and drivers who may be
interchangeable. Great care needs to be taken not to put those people in a position where they have to
change significantly just to comply.
Q/C: Is it anticipated that this will affect long haul as well? That has not been mentioned.
R: It is not an issue at the moment.
Q/C: Off-dock is key to the TLS, but the wider the scope the more complex the TLS becomes. At what
point does it stop? We need to work the system, not just send facts as an email. How will companies have
the option to use existing resources?
R: There are a variety of things to consider with the audits.
Q/C: What is an off-dock move? A terminal move is fairly black-and-white. How do we define an “off-dock
move” in terms of the TLS?
R: A terminal move is defined as to or from a marine terminal. Anything from an off-dock facility to another
facility, could be rail yard, etc., is considered “off-dock”. Does it include moves within the rail yard? I can’t
say.
Q/C: Off-dock move is not the correct term. It is hard to classify it as something specific once it is outside
the terminals. There are lots of different activities that could happen. We should consider all moves that
happen outside the terminals so we can fix this for the long-term.
R: The Port’s job is to audit those moves in conjunction with the province.
Q/C: It should be a labour standards type of audit.
Q/C: Could there be reliance on external auditing? Maybe there could be different versions that once
completed or provided might trigger a more detailed audit.
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Q/C: With 27% of companies in the audit pool right now, if it’s a proper audit, information passes quickly.
We don’t need to audit everything each time, just a quick simple audit and then do a more detailed one if
they don't comply.
Q/C: We ask the Port to consider the user side of this when developing standards and enforcement. The
mechanisms the Port uses must include feedback from users. If there is a business justification for more
licences then they should be awarded. The commercial details should remain confidential, but the numbers
could be aggregated and used as input for planning and communications about the process.
Q/C: Is it feasible to have the companies scored? For example rated from 1-5. If you have a better score,
there would be faster consideration for licenses. The company would receive more privileges and the ability
to manage themselves.
R: A “score” may only work in a more homogenous market. There are many different business models in
the industry and we need to fully understand all the business models.
Q/C: Audit history is very important: being able to see, whose cargo is being carried and historical fleet size.
Q/C: If auditing is tight, we don’t need to worry about all the different business models. Incentives open up
the possibility of favouritism or “crony-ism” which would be bad.
Q/C: Transparency is important because it promotes consistency. We have heard that the Port doesn’t
always seem to be consistent in responding to a situation. Greg mentioned utilization of equipment will be a
factor, but we don’t think that is the right criteria. That discriminates against some business models
unnecessarily and potentially wrongly. Given improvements to the National Safety Code, we need to focus
more closely on safety audits and on reviews.
R: It maybe a good measure, but it is possibly not the only measure. That measure didn’t work for dump
trucks in West Vancouver.
Q/C: We need to have vehicles associated with the National Safety Code.
Q/C: An incentive “scoring system” should be focused around driving results or outcomes, using things
that are already established and trusted.
Q/C: A committee has been talking to the Port about safety and environmental standards and provided a lot
of feedback on how these standards should be reconsidered. We suggest that Port Metro Vancouver revisit
this. We support environmental standards, but it does depend on timing and the nature of the standards.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver is dictating the age and standards of trucks. The trucking fleet is a small
contributor to diesel particulate matter, only about 5%. On the environmental front you should go after
ocean-going vessels, locomotives, and other larger contributors instead. If we want to improve air quality
and quality of life, tackling double-end moves would be a much better way to go by taking excess trucks off
the road. There were a low number of double ended moves in 2006, and it is even lower now. You can’t
enforce newer trucks until issues with double-end moves are dealt with.
Q/C: Trucks older than 2007 can get a license renewed depending on the diesel particulate matter. Unless
some new information comes up, maybe that standard should be moved to a discussion in the future, like
three years from now.
Q/C: On standards, if rate of remuneration becomes part of license, the Port should consider components
that make up that rate are critical. There should be some relationship to truck year, such s a simple
mathematical equation. Supply and demand of market needs to have impact on that.
Q/C: What is the discount? This is only relevant if we start talking about a permit fee.
Q/C: The environmental cost of having to build new trucks may be greater than updating older vehicles.
What is the impact of that? May be far greater and Port Metro Vancouver is not asking enough questions to
understand both the environmental and the commercial impact.
Q/C: Utilization is the wrong metric to use as it just adds inefficiency to the system. The TLS can’t be so
dependent on any one part of the chain.
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Q/C: If you want to hold us to the National Safety Code, give us the opportunity to have the drivers we want.
Q/C: Both comments indirectly support the idea that utilization is not necessarily the best measure.
Q/C: Utilization is not a key indicator of needs.
Q/C: Asset utilization is not necessarily the best measure; the concept that the Port can be successful at
making decisions for people is not a good idea. Companies are best equipped to make decisions for
themselves.
Implementation
Q/C: One problem is that we don’t control our drivers; we have to get somebody with a TLS. We should not
be restricted in our choice of drivers.
Q/C: If we’re held accountable, we need the ability to pick our drivers. We’re forced to pick the best of the
worst.
Q/C: My hope is that any pre-conceived thoughts about drivers and companies are dropped because we
need flexibility.
Q/C: Look at Saturdays at TSI: there are more double-end moves and there are quick moves, because on
Saturday the demand is a little less. We should make all days like Saturday.
R: What is it about Saturdays that work?
Q/C: Monday – Friday spots are sold-out, Saturday spots are not.
Q/C: As a gesture of goodwill, will Port Metro Vancouver allow us to access our GPS data? That data used
to be available, now it is not. It is important for companies to have our own GPS data.
Q/C: For future software, it would be better for us to be able to change our labels for our trucks and have a
customizable tag.
R: It will be added to the TLS permit and the GPS.
Q/C: Are ports collaborating to fix things?
R: It is our hope that Port Metro Vancouver will be at the forefront of presenting solutions.
Q/C: By contemplating marketing by sector, we might as well just restrict it.
Q/C: We need some say in what the tools are and how they are to be used.
Q/C: Everything is going to take time and money – we need to prioritize appropriately.
Q/C: You have to look at the history of Port Metro Vancouver and the previous port authorities. All strikes
were recorded in a detailed report, is the Port using them at all? We can’t trust Port Metro Vancouver, you
say one thing and do another, say you’re going to consult and then just present options. Port Metro
Vancouver needs to be consistently transparent, do what they say they will do, and apply timelines.
Q/C: We have a concern that this process will create issues that were not previously encountered. This is a
negative for those who already run their businesses well. We are feeling punished for things we weren’t
involved in.
Q/C: With this roll out, we have to think about a contingency for people with TLS today.
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Communication
Q/C: Why is this round of consultation different, what has been learned?
R: Smart Fleet components and the TLS itself have been topics of discussion and development over the
last 18 months; the mindset is that all these things in unison will help to fix problems with the current
system.
Q/C: After 2005, there was a sense of complacency that things were fixed, but that was not necessarily
true. These things are now being committed to and with heightened awareness.
Q/C: Communication is important – listen to the industry about bringing in Joint Temporary Permits. You
should continue to listen to businesses.
Q/C: It may be naïve to think there’s only one more step, there is possibly a need for many more steps if
we are to come to a conclusion.
Q/C: Communication is what we need to improve on. The Port needs to improve communication and going
forward consultation needs to be more focused. Today the scope was very wide and it was a very short
period of time.
Q/C: We appreciate the Port’s desire to see safe trucks and drivers as part of this review.
Q/C: There needs to be effective two-way communication with Port Metro Vancouver. Communication
needs to be focused, timely and consistent. Port Metro Vancouver needs to show a sense of understanding
in a non-homogenous market.
Q/C: We need more two-way communication as Port Metro Vancouver and the companies are on different
levels.
R: We are hearing about frustration with Port Metro Vancouver and with communication. It does not go unnoticed. We are trying to make changes as quickly as we can and I think this is the right start.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 13, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 8, 2014
Summary of the second BCTA Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed
new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Tuesday, April 8, 2014 at the BCTA Offices, 20111 93A Avenue,
Langley, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Jacky Sun, Canaan Shipping
Raj Dhillon, United Coastal Logistics
Paul Dhaliwal, Sahir Trucking Ltd.
Kevin Beaver, TMS Transportation
Murray Scadeng, Triton Transportation Ltd.
Denis Bertrand, Simard Westlink Inc.
Lorraine Crosby, Bronco Transportation Systems
Nathan Hall, Navcor / Conifex
Harpal Bagri, Bagri Bros. Enterprises Inc.
Harry Gill, Hap Enterprises Ltd.
Angena Kalhar, KTL Transport Inc.
Trace Acres, BCTA

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Therese Mickelson, facilitator, and Trace Acres, BCTA, welcomed participants and the meeting began at
1:30 p.m. The facilitator explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this Is one in a series of
stakeholder meetings,, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro
Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Therese Mickelson conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Therese
Mickelson providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the
draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Therese Mickelson led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments
were welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Through what channel are you involving shippers and exports?
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R: We are consulting with a number of industry groups including Western Canadian Shippers Coalition,
FMAC, Shipping Federation of Canada, PULSE, Chamber of Shipping of BC, and drivers through their
representative associations.
Q/C: Can individual shippers get involved in that process?
R: Western Canadian Shippers Coalition has sent out invitations to non-members. We would consider
meeting with other shippers.
Q/C: Is the new TLS basically the same as the existing system and you’re doing modifications because of
the Joint Action Plan?
R: No, it was intended to be done over the course of the year with consultation happening until June and
then a November implementation. Disruption and the Joint Action Plan accelerated this reform and we are
having discussion sessions throughout the week. We are trying to make this a very comprehensive
consultation period and we don’t have all the answers yet.
Q/C: Explain “tighten terminal standards”?
R: That is in terms of wait times. There is the opportunity for terminals to increase efficiency.
Q/C: Will we have access to GPS data in future?
R: Going forward we want to make that data available to companies. We have challenged our supplier to
find a way to add value for trucking companies.
Q/C: The status quo will apply in terms of number of licenses, so how is the industry expected to react to
changes in volume and shipping when moving between different carriers?
R: We do not expect it to be status quo moving forward, maybe in the short term but moving forward we
plan to review supply on a case-by-case basis in terms of utilization. This also depends on business needs,
performance of individual businesses, and the growth of the container business in general.
Q/C: Can transition of licences between companies be made quickly enough? Or will it be a kind of use-itor-lose-it system that is not flexible?
R: Our initial concept was more rigid, but based on feedback, we have received there is a lot of resistance
to that. We might have to move away from our initial thinking while still containing supply in some way.
Q/C: You’re trying to control our growth. What is the purpose of that? This is not a fair competition.
R: We have not made up our mind entirely on that fact. Internally, we think less regulation is better in the
long run, but right now that option is not available because of recent and past disruptions. Out intent is that
in the long-term we will roll regulation back. We do need some regulation to ensure the number of licenses
doesn’t spiral out of control.
Q/C: By creating control and restriction, aren’t you recreating the conditions that caused the previous
disruptions? This situation is still quite fragile. This is moving very fast to implement control and people will
be trying to find loopholes. It will come to a point where it will settle itself. How many of permits and
licenses right now are permanently working? How many are not working at all?
R: We have a pretty good idea right now, based on the GPS data.
Q/C: We can never get the full amount of permits we need. How many independent owner-operator
permits are there?
R: There are approximately 796 right now.
Q/C: More company trucks than there are independent owner-operators right now?
R: Yes.
Q/C: At a previous discussion last year, we said companies had to be accountable. It is the companies that
have to be accountable: the independent owner-operators have to be accountable to companies and the
companies have to be accountable to Port Metro Vancouver. Right now everyone is accountable to Port
Metro Vancouver.
R: That’s the model we see moving forward, with the sponsorship process. We can’t completely eliminate
our relationship with individual drivers because of the truck access permits, but it will be almost nonexistent.
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Q/C: The Port is forgetting that there is a business relationship.
R: The Port has to have an agreement because they’re an independent, not an employee of a company.
Current TLS System
Q/C: From shippers perspective are that we’ve aligned ourselves with people we think have treated drivers
fairly and frequently get offers from other trucking companies that we don’t participate in. The problems at
the port seem to be: excessive wait times, improper auditing, not looking after independent owneroperators, and not clamping down on trucking companies taking advantage of loopholes in the system. You
need to take action when you get the audit results.
R: We recognize that in the past, the Port hasn’t acted as consistently with auditing as expected. We do
need to be very consistent and transparent. In terms of the Joint Action Plan, only 27% of companies are
non-union, so that means that only 27% can be audited, and that doesn’t include off-dock moves. The
system needs to be improved, and that is the purpose of an all-encompassing Joint Action Plan. If this were
a completely open market, auditing would become extremely difficult.
Q/C: Talked about increasing audits and including unionized companies. You probably will not have all the
resources to audit as much as you want.
R: This is not a pre-determined decision. The province has a responsibility to develop an audit program. The
province will determine what the program will look like.
Q/C: If you are auditing union companies without independent owner-operators, what are you trying to
achieve?
R: We are trying to achieve an all-encompassing audit.
Q/C: Could you overlap auditing with NSC?
R: Currently we are not looking at that, we’re looking only at financial.
Q/C: The Port audit should be restricted to trip rates. It should be up to the labour contract and Canada
Revenue Agency to audit source deductions, and National Safety Code to audit vehicle compliance. Longterm, these rates shouldn’t be a concern for audits if performance measures are met.
R: These are lots of good points, a lot of this depends on how all encompassing their audit process
becomes.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: What changes will we see to the fee structure? Based on the age of the fleet or performance metrics?
R: There would be annual contractual fees applied a cost recovery basis. TLS fees would cover the costs to
operate the GPS system, a common reservation system, and other technology aspects that will become
part of the new TLS system.
Q/C: Will a common reservation system supersede what the terminals are doing?
R: Port Metro Vancouver is just taking the lead in the development and enhancement of the new system.
We will be connected through a portal to create a common system.
Q/C: What will be the fee structure?
R: We still need to work this out, but it’s not likely to be less than $300 as it is today because the TLS is
already underfunded.
Q/C: Fees should be per vehicle, rather than a company cost. For companies with a small amount of
drayage work, which is still important to us, we shouldn’t pay as much as a full-time drayage company with
1,000 trucks.
Q/C: Can it be based on the number of transactions per year?
R: We will match more between supply and demand if we base it on per truck or transactions.
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Q/C: It is hard to estimate benefits to the industry right now. What is the percentage of cost recovery right
now? How much goes to government?
R: We would like the TLS program to be self-sustaining, that’s what we’re really looking at right now.
Transparency of costs has been mentioned and we want to be really up front about transparency of those
costs.
Q/C: Who will audit the Port costs to us in terms of the license?
R: Noted.
Q/C: What we’ve been hearing from the companies that we work with is that what was happening was
foreseeable. Trucks spend excessive time waiting, but the Port reports that everything is moving fine.
Drivers are struggling to get compensation for damage done to their trucks. Is this trying to push the
problems outside the gates? Or are we also making changes to terminal operations, in terms of geofences?
R: Terminal gate efficiency program implemented last November is designed to minimize wait times. We’re
working to clarify confusion and ensure that terminals are paying the fees to drivers for excessive wait
times. Until recently there was no relationship financially between drayage and terminals and we’ve created
that financial relationship. Terminals are being held accountable for those wait times. Terminals will want to
manage that business more effectively if it affects their business.
Q/C: Right now the reservation portal interface is down, when will it come back?
R: The interface will have a new look and feel, for now customer service operators will answer calls if you
have any questions.
Q/C: Is the customer service feature of people on the phone going to stay? Or is that just a temporary
measure?
R: We would like to keep it long-term. We’ve heard that the Port hasn’t been timely, and we are working to
fix that.
Q/C: Do you have an actual timeline for new system?
R: June 15 is the target date to transition to the new TLS. That would mean getting contracts in your hands
prior to that date. It’s a very tight timeline.
Q/C: We have concerns about the bond. If a bond is required from each company, it has to be required from
the independent owner-operators as well.
Standards and enforcement
Q/C: We’ve heard and we know that wait times are a problem, even during the disruption when volumes
were much lower. My concern is that this won’t be addressed properly, or that it will be addressed, but
terminals will still control reservation slots in a way that they won’t be obligated to pay drivers for wait
times.
R: The situation going forward is that waits in excess of 90 minutes mean a terminal will be penalized $50,
which is more than they make in a move. This is a big incentive to move faster. This is expected to be a
very transparent process. There is a difference between standards and performance. We will have
minimum reservation slots, and we need everyone to pull together to improve efficiency.
Q/C: Maybe steamship lines should give out reservation slots, not terminals?
R: The current reservation system certainly has issues, but the blame doesn’t fall only on the terminals, or
the steamship lines. There are lots of factors and we are trying to bring all of these factors together to make
the process more transparent.
Q/C: Are there any standards for the terminal operators and the equipment that they run? Environmental
standards like for our trucks? It seems they run some pretty old equipment.
R: Noted.
Q/C: The work that you’re doing will be self-sustaining and greater efficiency will bring better sustainability.
Do you define points for GPS?
R: Yes.
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R: The major funding for drayage model and environmental standards came from Transport Canada.
Q/C: Companies should receive a discount for combo chassis, and it eliminates dead runs where you have
to switch the chassis and then go back for a different sized container.
Q/C: I support natural gas, mandatory drug testing for safety, and the National Safety Code for safety
standards.
Q/C: Natural gas is not cost efficient.
Q/C: Will the Port send this performance plan to the rail companies? To have a complete picture we need
to have both the truckers’ side and the terminal operators’ side.
Q/C: There are penalties to the companies but what if an independent owner-operator is making mistakes,
can we penalize them or pass on the penalty to the independent owner-operators?
R: Maybe in situations of negligence, for example, that would be possible.
Q/C: If you’re going to audit there should be clear repercussions for companies that fail to perform.
Historically, the Port has not acted in these cases.
R: Formerly, the only option was to terminate or suspend the license. Going forward we’re looking at the
ability to apply financial penalties in addition to terminating or suspending licenses and taking a bond to pay
drivers. The intent is to put that audit information on our website on, perhaps, a quarterly basis. It would not
go up until an appeal process is exhausted.
Implementation
Q/C: Could you provide sponsorship posting information on the Port’s website? For example, I am ___
looking for ____.
R: We are considering a link on the Port’s website, to help match independent owner-operators and
trucking companies.
Q/C: Doesn’t the BC Trucking Association have a system for postings already?
Q/C: It could be limiting because it’s BC Trucking Association members only but we could look at partnering
with BCTA on something.
Q/C: By limiting independent owner-operators a problem has been created because they refuse dispatch –
they knew drivers were limited. If a driver makes a mistake, it should not be the company’s fault. For
example, if a driver doesn’t show up.
R: Today, you’re really limited in your options. In the future, you can sever your agreement. You will get
accountability with your drivers.
Q/C: Every time the government is brought in to solve problems, they create more.
Q/C: Financial burden may be a challenge. Instalment-type payments would be helpful.
Q/C: There’s a situation with payment right now in that you have to pay with credit cards, only Visa and
MasterCard, could we use American Express?
R: We’re exploring other options.
Q/C: Maritime lines should have accountability too.
Q/C: When steamship lines release containers, it should be their responsibility to check inventory.
Steamship lines overselling should not fall on the trucking companies.
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Q/C: There will be a report released after this?
R: Yes, and it will encompass all of the consultation. And it will also include next-steps, and the opportunity
for the Port to comment on the report.
Q/C: We would like to have another session later, with the report.
Q/C: Email is preferred, or have another meeting to explain everything in person.
Q/C: With the new system can it be stipulated that all companies/organizations be members of BC Trucking
Association? We would like to be able to deal directly with Port Metro Vancouver, but BC Trucking
Association is one of the best communications and very often they are a step ahead. They are very good at
passing information along.
Q/C: A lot of companies aren’t members of the association, but the BC Trucking Association represents a
majority of the actual fleet. Many large companies are members.
Q/C: We appreciate you taking the time to meet with us.
Q/C: As part of the industry and a BC Trucking Association member, I appreciate what’s been done so far.
Looking forward to the new system.
Q/C: Will we get a copy of the slides?
R: We will release the presentation at the end of the entire process, but much of the information is
captured in the leave behind discussion guide and FAQ.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 13, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 10, 2014
Summary of the third BCTA Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed
new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Thursday, April 10, 2014 at the BCTA Offices, 20111 93A Avenue,
Langley, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Mark Maarsman, Go Transport Ltd.
Tom Johnson, Kimberly Transport
Brian Lieffers, CNTL
Dennis Chrismas, Container World
Bob Simpson, Port Transport
Graham Howard, Cansea Transport Inc.
Bruce Peter, Forward Transport Ltd.
Brian Hetherington, Damco Distribution
Rod Nicolls, Urban Impact Recycling
Chris Stepto, Berry & Smith Trucking
Louise Yako, BCTA President & CEO

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 9:00 a.m. The facilitator explained
the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and that
Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives
introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new
TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Is the presentation going to be given to us?
R: It will be posted to PortTalk along with the consultation report. Also, the content is available in the
discussion guide in front of you.
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Q/C: Greg, I want to know your role at Port Metro Vancouver? We speak with Mandy Chan a lot, and often
we don’t get answers. We are frustrated with Port Metro Vancouver.
R: My role is director of land operations, and licensing falls under my role. I have received one of your
emails. The Transport Canada email address is on the feedback form where you can direct any of your
questions regarding the Joint Action Plan. We weren’t really involved in that but I can try to answer as many
of your questions as I can.
Q/C: We have a substantial number of company drivers who are concerned about the future of their driving.
I have no answers for them. We need more transparency from Port Metro Vancouver and I just want a
contact moving forward so I can get answers and our voice will be heard. Which avenue do we have to take
for this?
R: I can certainly answer what I can and I am happy to hear your thoughts and concerns.
Q/C: What is Port Metro Vancouver’s relationship with the terminals? How much control and accountability
is there between the two? We understand reservation problems sit with terminal operations.
R: It is a commercial relationship – we’re a landlord. We have some degree of influence on the tenants, but
it’s still their business so we don’t have total control. We’re working with them to bring about changes and
the Joint Action Plan is also helping to address that.
Q/C: Are there any performance standards that the terminal operators are accountable to?
R: There are some and we’re working on other issues.
Q/C: What is the intention of the new TLS system? I thought it was to prevent a strike. I don’t see how this
will prevent future disruption.
R: The intention is to bring about a more stable work environment.
Q/C: We can’t get new trucks, even though we’ve ordered a new chassis overseas, we need trucks to pull
them. We thought Port Metro Vancouver was encouraging more company trucks? We feel we have been
left in the dark.
R: There was pressure from stakeholders to the steering committee to put a moratorium back in place
while consultation continued. Trucks in a pending status should be put through.
Q/C: If we have current independent owner-operators working for us, will they be able to go through ports
in future?
R: In future, you will sponsor independent owner-operators.
Q/C: The old system differentiated between highway and local. Will that still be in place? Right now we’re
all local, because if we were highway we couldn’t go back to local. Under this system, they can’t switch
back and forth but as they’re getting older, will want to switch to local.
R: We are undecided on this point. We are looking for input.
Q/C: If you don’t operate locally within 90 days, then you lose that status and can’t get it back. Independent
owner-operators would want to maintain that option and that flexibility.
Current TLS Program
Q/C: Nothing about TLS works well; it is very frustrating. I used to keep log of correspondence with Port
Metro Vancouver and it was all ignored year after year. Finally somebody is answering the phone and
talking to us, but they’re still not in a position to listen to our concerns so it is very frustrating.
Q/C: Keep the customer service on the phone option.
R: It is our intention to do that.
Q/C: The TSI reservations system is very frustrating. It requires that we book three days in advance, but we
never know what is going to happen that far in advance.
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Q/C: With the new licensing system, there should be temporary access (temporary permits) to access the
Port if you have a new truck or are renting a truck. There should be clarification regarding new trucks and
there needs to be exceptions for rental trucks.
Q/C: If a truck is involved in an accident and you replace it with a rental, it should be the same thing as your
regular vehicle.
Q/C: Associating rail yards with those penalties will bring in a whole other set of problems. CN should
require a reservation system.
R: The Joint Action Plan primarily deals with the problems at terminals as the key issue, but CN and CP are
also mentioned.
Q/C: You have to look at total time at the port, not just gate to gate.
R: All that is factored in.
Q/C: Do truckers pay fees to get licenses at other terminals?
R: I don’t believe so.
Q/C: The US is more concerned about security.
Proposed New TLS Program
Q/C: Waiting time will be big for drivers. Who is paying for that? We still can’t get clarification.
R: The final outcome for the terminal efficiency fee is still being negotiated. The intent is that terminals will
pay Port Metro Vancouver, who will the pay companies and the companies will be responsible for paying
drivers and independent owner-operators.
Q/C: On that note, it should not be passed on to importers/exporters.
Q/C: It will get passed on indirectly anyway to importers/exporters because the port will get more
expensive with terminals handling costs.
Q/C: How are you gauging utilization? Our hands are pretty tied with the reservation system.
R: We are also working on an enhancement to the reservation system as part of our Smart Fleet initiative,
and we recognize that there are serious problems with the current system. In future we would like total
transparency in that system to increase double-end moves.
Q/C: So far we haven’t had any answers about what actually happens with reservations. We’re not getting
our voices heard. We don’t know what we’re doing two hours in advance, let alone three days. With TSI,
they are just standing there saying trucks aren’t coming in, and saying there’s not enough volume, but there
is.
R: The extended gate pilot project will be kicking off soon but there is lots of organization required including
arranging labour – there are also lots of costs. They want to ensure that there’s a volume of business to
cover their costs. We’re building on what that pilot project might look like. There might be a need to
guarantee terminals that Port Metro Vancouver will cover their cost to a certain threshold during the pilot.
We have to make sure we don’t have excessive labour and costs without demand, and there still needs to
be extended gates with consistency.
Q/C: We’re users of the docks through imports and we have 24-hour operations, so we are happy to have
night gates. It’s always about the docks; it’s never about the expenses out there. If we expect containers to
come in at night, we plan labour accordingly. You’re not looking at costs outside the dock. Night gates need
to be an investment that the terminals make to stimulate the industry, or to gain our confidence so that we
use it. If you say there’s going to be a gate, there needs to be a gate. It is good to know that truckers will
have to meet metrics, but there are no metrics for efficiency on the docks.
R: The intention is to provide that regularity and certainty of night gates and make guarantees that they will
be open. Port Metro Vancouver will take that financial risk to make sure they’re open, and we will get that
volume.
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Q/C: I also run 24 hours, but I don’t bring shippers in at night because I can’t rely on the gates. We would
love to ship at night. That utilization would be great.
R: Our intention is to run it for 10-12 weeks, collect all of that data, learn from it and use it in the
development of the common reservation system.
Q/C: In the entire industry, congestion is the one thing that can be fixed if you extend hours and reduce the
number of reservations. If you look at a trucker’s schedule they will work 10-13 hours a day. If you schedule
regular shifts we can make a 16-hour window available to them.
R: One would think that with the monetary penalties, terminals would have the incentive not to delay.
Q/C: It is a $25 penalty to trucks for missing a reservation but no accountability for trucks to release a
reservation if they’re not using it because they will be penalized anyway. There is no ability to kick
reservation back into system and no benefit for trucks to release it back into the system for others to use.
R: That will be addressed in a common reservation system. We have heard that the current system is being
misused by a number of different stakeholders.
Q/C: Reservation flaws yield a huge direct loss in productivity. I don’t think transparency is the huge issue;
there are just not enough reservations. There has not been a night gate program in the past. Why is this
going to work any better than in 2006?
Q/C: You’re right, the Port did commit to increasing night gates in 2006 and the reason they didn’t do it was
because volumes dropped during that time due to economic conditions.
Q/C: Double-end moves should be allowed in the new system: take 10 in, take 10 out. The Port should
ramp up the new pilot project to extend night gates. This whole thing could have been avoided; trucks
make more when they can do double-ended moves.
R: The intention with the pilot is to share data so we can take all the data and use it to develop a new
reservation system.
Q/C: Who do we communicate with about what is and isn’t working for us?
R: Again, there will be a separate consultation for reservations.
Q/C: We want the Port to recognize a tractor service. I don’t have a chassis, but I have a license and comply
with all TLS requirements, and don’t go to port often. But every time we go to the ports, we end up in the
trouble lane for 2-3 hours and then they say everything’s fine. My customer doesn’t want to pay for the
problem. We hauled a lot of cans during the disruption and we can move that volume. We’re here to help
the trucking industry in their high points. We’re always busy and we’re here to help level it out. The ports
don’t recognize us. We’re both Full Service Operators and independent owner-operators, but we still get
trouble when we go to ports.
Q/C: With TSI, it happens to our highway trucks too. I think it’s a TSI issue.
Q/C: As TLS administrator, will Port Metro Vancouver be responsible for disputes between trucker and
terminal? How can we tie GPS together to do that?
R: The intention would be that we establish business rules by which waiting times would apply, and GPS
would be the basis for that. But we also need data from terminals so we can use their data to validate
against GPS.
Q/C: A key problem we have is finding empty equipment. There doesn’t see to be good coordination about
where empty containers might be – it is not a good tracking system. It can be a very frustrating experience:
you paid for it, and you didn’t get your goods. We can’t put up with any misses. Off-port and on-port
operations should have a database of reservations and container movements. If price is taken out of the
equation, good service will come out on top. We are getting murky information.
R: The reservation system is one component of CDI, but so is the container database. It is also expected to
be a component.
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Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: There has to be performance metrics, we are in general agreement on that.
Q/C: TSI can give you all the performance metrics you need in terms of reservation performance but that
doesn’t account for all the people who tried to get reservations but couldn’t get them. They say there’s not
enough volume, but there is.
Q/C: How many cans are moved per year, or per hour?
Q/C: The Port should keep track of reservations we can’t get to help show what needs to change.
Q/C: This is about coordination. We need to look at the big picture: at what the Port does and at the steps
to import or export a product. There should be a direct link between booking, container and reservation –
that link should be unbreakable. They should know exactly how many reservations they need based on how
many containers they have. You use container number to track the process from start to finish. I don’t
understand why it’s so difficult.
R: Those are very good points. Smart Fleet is the overarching system that includes GPS, reservations and
the TLS system. Collectively, this will solve the problem – all other strategies linked together will do just
that.
Q/C: I have a little bit of concern about measuring how well your business is doing as performance metric.
Right now, we can’t hire any new independent owner-operators or company trucks – we have to poach
drivers. Port Metro Vancouver is basically telling us how much business we can do.
R: We are looking at an entirely different method of giving out truck licenses. So you can get as many
licenses as you need, and hire whom you see fit.
Q/C: There is a certain calibre of driver that people want to attract. We don’t want to be forced to pick bad
drivers.
R: We want increased accountability; and we’re hearing that companies want that, but with the freedom to
hire whom they want to hire.
Q/C: An example for my company is that there are multiple types of goods and a mix of driving. We would
want people to spend their last 10 years with our company driving to the ports rather than driving front-end
trucks. But right now, I can’t trust that they will get access to the ports because I can’t get a reservation or
a permit for all my trucks. I want ability to license drivers instead of trucks.
Q/C: Right now the Port is dictating the number of licenses and essentially which drivers we can hire. There
are lots of drivers who want to slow down and settle locally. I can’t grow and I want selection.
Q/C: A moratorium isn’t going to stabilize the industry. By putting accountability onto companies, the good
companies will survive. If we can allow companies to manage their business, the strong companies will
survive.
Q/C: We should focus on companies, rather than on the drivers. You should be able to hire anyone you
want, but we should have a task force to eliminate problem drivers and companies. We need to crack down
on undercutting. Compliance with rates as verified through audits should be a performance metric.
Q/C: What about companies like shippers? If you’re regulating rates, and you’re underneath a certain
amount, then you can’t ship through Vancouver anymore.
Q/C: Shipping lines are also a stakeholder in terms of what equipment we have to work with. An example
would be putting scrap metal in a container vs. a mattress – the scrap container can’t be used for other
things and risks damage to other equipment. Trucking companies are being held accountable for these
issues instead of the shipping lines. An acceptable performance metric for shipping lines would be
responsibility for equipment and no damage.
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Q/C: Automatic transmission should not be a standard as there are huge warranty issues vs. manual
transmission.
Q/C: There is also a difference in mileage because of drivers.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver should ensure the licensee has a good safety record and arrives on time – use
these as primary metrics instead of their business efficiency or success. Port metrics will come back to
productivity and port productivity should increase over time. We don’t want performance metrics to be the
Port telling people how to run their businesses.
Q/C: The National Safety Code profile doesn’t give a true gauge of how safe that driver is, not in detail. The
trucking community should be involved, should know and track details of what actually transpired, this isn’t
all about points. It shouldn’t be the only thing.
Q/C: In my opinion the National Safety Code does give you a general idea about who the better companies
are.
Q/C: When it comes to truck safety, the province and the company are both looking after safety
requirements? We don’t need another body doing that for us. The company is already doing that and can
provide copies of insurance. We’re already getting a discount, which says lots about our company.
Q/C: We have two different ICBC insurance designations for our fleet, local vs. highway and we can’t flip
them back and forth.
Q/C: I think the National Safety Code should be part of several contributing factors, but not the only one
because it fluctuates so much.
Q/C: I think anomalies to the National Safety Code, if you have documents on incidents, should be taken
into consideration. For example, in our records any point against NSC includes an official statement from
the driver.
Q/C: I have had to compromise in areas because we can’t hire the drivers we want, for example making
exceptions for drivers with points against the National Safety Code because we can’t get anyone else.
Q/C: There are so many underlying issues with insurance and the National Safety Code.
Q/C: What is the purpose of performance metrics?
R: We have to have some degree of accountability in the TLS system but we need to manage the number
of trucks in the system. We have high standards of service and safety and if they can’t meet those, we
don’t want them in the system.
Q/C: So you want metrics that are important and relevant to you? Like well-managed equipment, safe
equipment, that will be on time and comply with your requests. So it is about measuring results.
Q/C: If a highway truck jackknifes in Golden in black ice in the middle of winter, how is that relevant to Port
Metro Vancouver? Maybe just track infractions and maintenance issues on port property.
Q/C: If I was the Port, I would want to measure timeliness, cancellations, incidents, accidents, and
maintenance.
Q/C: I don’t understand why if you have the National Safety Code, we would introduce the bureaucracy of
having Port Metro Vancouver review it? Why not just let the National Safety Code do it? If the province
gives him a license, and he has National Security Code, why wouldn’t the Port allow him? We don’t need
double-bureaucracy. I would say the accident component is a major point.
R: There are a variety of different systemic issues.
Q/C: When you’re dealing with a company with company trucks and you’re getting a big fee, it is hard to
distribute.
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Q/C: On rail arms, instead of a performance bond, why not just go to ICBC for property damage?
R: It is a contractual relationship – you should pay for it or you should not sign.
Q/C: So you don’t have to sign the contract?
R: Sure, but then you won’t be allowed on port property.
Q/C: The licensing fee as it is, went from $0 to $300 overnight, now we’re talking about a substantial fee
going to companies, which is not really fair. A performance bond should go through the company. If the
driver gets a ticket and doesn’t pay, he should just lose his license, or not have it renewed, rather than
having a bond.
Q/C: What is the cost of the annual fee intended to fund?
R: It is based on cost recovery right now because the TLS is underfunded. It would cover the annual
operating costs of GPS or other future technologies and the enhanced audit program being developed. We
would hope that the province would continue to commit funding to the audit program. We would have to
expect that the expanded audit program will be more expensive than today, and we would likely want to
share that cost with industry.
Q/C: In terms of a security bond, whenever we normally do that it’s for specifics. So it is still confusing for
me. For YVR, you have to have a minimum level of liability and compliance, and then you’re issued with a
decal. Then they have super insurance over and above for trucks on that property. We are also obligated to
carry a spill kit. We need a more pragmatic approach to why we need to do this. I’m hearing that lots of this
cost will be about the audit. I think penalties have the potential to help fund this program. You can defer
costs from those who are fully compliant – you could raise funds that way. Not all of this cost should be
carried on the backs of trucking companies.
R: The overall operation of the TLS includes the operation of the customer service team and right now
we’re discussing what would be inappropriate and appropriate.
Q/C: Is the intention to audit on a round-trip basis? Whatever it’s going to be, it has to be standardized. The
round-trip is more expensive.
R: I can’t tell you because we’re not developing it.
Q/C: When you do decide on a fee, will it be based on size of fleet or a lump sum?
R: That is under consideration right now.
Q/C: Whatever this fee is, it will get passed onto us, the customer. The customer service desk is necessary
while problems still exist, but it should go away if problems disappear. Fees are not as necessary as
everyone is saying. Fix the problems, and if the license carrier doesn’t perform threaten them with their
license.
Q/C: Free enterprise makes it so that the strong companies will survive.
Q/C: Trucking companies are hit non-stop, why can’t we go to the steamship line, they know how many
containers they have, charge per container to fund this operation. Why is it always going to truckers?
Shippers could easily absorb it.
Q/C: We were forced to seek domestic markets because of the risks of getting goods to the export
markets. It proved to be prudent during disruption because I couldn’t export anything. We find ports
inaccessible and unreliable.
Q/C: Terminals have to be accountable; they need a go-to person at the end of the day, not just getting a
door slammed in your face. Even for day-to-day operations between truckers and terminals – this could
have maybe been avoided with more communication.
Q/C: If there’s going to be accountability, it has to be both ways. Terminals, companies, and the Port have
to be accountable and transparent.
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Q/C: It would be nice if the onus were put on the shipper. If they have 15 containers, there should be
reservations available for those containers.
R: A lot of things have to come together to make that work.
Q/C: I think if you’re going to make companies accountable, we should be able to hire who we want to hire.
I don’t think it’s fair that if you can’t get sponsorship within a defined period that you lose your license, for
example, in the case of an extended medical leave.
R: I think if we can accommodate reasonable circumstance, we would like to do that.
Implementation
Q/C: My concern is that this will be expensive, we want more efficiency and productivity but we don’t want
it to run the opposite way like in the past.
Q/C: Thank you, it is nice to have a voice, we would like to continue. Can we get rid of the truck
decals/stickers that come with the licence? We have stickers everywhere already, and no purpose – please,
no more stickers.
Q/C: Our current collective agreement has a different pay schedule than that outlined in the Joint Action
Plan. With the new rates, it will be even higher and that’s not affordable.
Communications
Q/C: We need to make sure that everyone is included.
R: We’re looking for feedback from a broad range of stakeholders.
Q/C: We just want to be involved with this whole process. It is frustrating to send out an export, and not be
getting that import – we are just wasting fuel.
R: The Port will undertake a separate consultation process for the reservation system, but we agree that
everything in Smart Fleet is related.
Q/C: Thank you for the opportunity to participate, we are looking forward to the next steps. Is the model
that is being proposed being presented at any other terminals?
R: Nothing exactly like this.

5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 13, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 14, 2014
Summary of the fourth BCTA Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed
new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Monday, April 14, 2014 at the BCTA Offices, 20111 93A Avenue,
Langley, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Ryan Pozniak, Pacific Coast Distribution
Sandra Gardiner, JBC Transport Inc.
Allan Gardiner, Xtra Cartage & Distribution
Amar Gill, Olympia Transportation Ltd., Sunlover
Holdings
Manmohan Rular, Future Trucking Ltd.
Amandeep Bassi, Full Load Transport Services
Lucky Brar, Can-American Enterprises
Louise Yako, BCTA President & CEO

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Christine Viray-Luk, Supply Chain Optimization
Specialist
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 6:10 p.m. The facilitator explained
the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and that
Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives
introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new
TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Will extended gates pilot ever be permanent?
R: The expectation is that by 2017, if current growth were sustained, we would have that. The intention is
to have consistency in gate times and days, with extended gates during peak times.
Q/C: What will it look like?
R: The pilot project and ongoing discussions with terminal operators will help determine the long-term plan.
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Q/C: Does the Port understand that people don’t come to night gates because there is no predictability and
no productivity when we did go?
R: The intention is to have guaranteed gates and to collect performance statistics.
Q/C: If we can’t plan it, we can’t use it.
R: There will be 60 days notice so the industry can plan accordingly.
Current TLS System
Q/C: What is today’s current operating budget for TLS? Is the cost for the auditing process expected to be
similar?
R: The current TLS operating budget is $500,000 per year. The budget for auditing is yet to be determined
because it depends on the scope of the requirements, which this consultation process will help determine.
So the future budget would be higher and shared between all the companies.
Proposed New TLS System
Q/C: The new system is good. It will make trucking companies accountable. Port Metro Vancouver
shouldn’t be accountable. You’re on the right track.
Q/C: Will the designation of company trucks as compared with independent owner-operator trucks still
exist? The last Vince Ready agreement didn’t work – because the threshold rate was not right, auditing was
not consistently done and applied only to non-union drivers. The threshold rate should be the hourly rate
plus vacation pay and deductions taken at source.
R: There is a moratorium on independent owner-operators and moving forward there will be an amnesty
period to declare who are company drivers and who are independent owner-operators.
Q/C: We only stay within the port because we serve large national carriers that want us to go through the
port. We charge hourly rates and we use our other business to subsidize our port business. It is a big
investment.
Q/C: It is a good idea to hold people accountable by applying rates across the board.
Q/C: Contractual sponsorship between companies and independent owner-operators is a very good idea.
Note: The facilitator took an informal poll during which there was general consensus that the sponsorship
concept of the proposed TLS reform is a good idea.
Q/C: Who will pay the fees?
R: There would be an annual license fee for a company and an annual contract price agreement.
Q/C: It’s hard to say if the concept of liquidated damages for TLS infractions is a good idea until we know
what we’re signing in that contract. What do you mean by “infractions”?
R: it could be safety, or doing something in the port you’re not supposed to do, like breaking a rail crossing
gate.
Q/C: How will the security deposit work? Is it per truck?
R: We’re considering what would work best, perhaps based on fleet size, not necessarily per truck.
Q/C: My license expires in April, but you’re making changes in June, how will that work?
R: Port Metro Vancouver will continue processing applications and renewals under the current TLS until the
new TLS is ready for implementation.
Q/C: What will the annual fees be? It is really hard for me to think about more costs when I’ve already spent
so much money on my trucks.
R: We don’t know the answer yet. Some consultation participants have suggested that instead of a security
deposit, perhaps the penalty for not paying would be suspending their port access. We’re seeking input on
this topic. The annual license fee will be determined in part through consultation. The intention is for it to be
on a cost-recovery basis. It wouldn’t be a profit margin – costs related to operation would be covered,
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including operation of the TLS, staff and customer service, and the expanded audit process, which would
include off-dock and unionized as well.
Q/C: It is hard to talk about everything without knowing the costs.
Q/C: In terms of the security deposit, it is complicated and hard to keep up. If instead of a security deposit,
why not just block access to the port, in the event of an unpaid infraction after 30 days.
Q/C: There is always insurance too – why not put Port Metro Vancouver’s name on the insurance.
Q/C: The duplication of insurance seems to be exorbitant. Do you even have a budget for the auditing
process?
R: The auditing process is not the Port’s initiative so it is hard to estimate at this time.
Q/C: Is the security deposit only one year or just one-time?
R: The security deposit is a one time, held in trust until it’s needed. The performance bond would be 1-2%
per year.
Q/C: The payment for infractions seems to make sense, but we need to know more. For instance, how fair
that would be. There is a lack of trust with the Port. Without more clarification, it is hard to comment.
Obviously, transparency is needed.
Q/C: Regarding a lack of trust, there should be some process for a second appeal. There needs to be an
impartial third-party involved in that process to make it fair.
Q/C: There is general support for contractual sponsorship.
Q/C: I don’t know about the moratorium, but a company should be able to add trucks as needed. With
extended gate hours, you will need two drivers per shift for company drivers. There shouldn’t be a
moratorium on companies, just on independent owner-operators. The independent owner-operator is
restricted by hours and days.
R: It is envisioned that the sponsorship agreement will include performance requirements for both the
independent owner-operators and the company, such as availability for work. The agreement could be
severed for non-performance from either party. From an hourly driver perspective, we would expect that
trucking companies would have more than one driver per truck, and this may also start to happen with
independent owner-operators as well.
Q/C: The minute an independent owner-operator hires another driver, he all of a sudden becomes a
business owner, and everything changes.
R: We’re trying to anticipate what might happen and be responsive to changes.
Q/C: What do you mean by sponsor? Will the Port draft up what that will look like?
R: The Port doesn’t want to create a legislative agreement, but may require some minimum requirements
for a sponsorship agreement. The rest is up to the company and the drivers they contract with.
Q/C: The bond or fees you’re talking about for a full-service company, will that be tied into sponsored
independent owner-operator, and is the company liable for those fees? Or can we deduct from the
independent owner-operator?
R: Perhaps liquidated damages could be charged back to drivers, like in the case of driver negligence.
Q/C: If I want to run a company, with the new system of annual fees by size, I will need 20-25 trucks in my
company to make a better living. I am already being told I don’t have enough trucks and now I want to
invest more and grow my company, but you’re putting a stop on me because of moratorium. There should
be no moratorium.
R: Fleet size depends on the customers you’re getting. In the long run, a system of no regulation and a true
market system is likely the best way; however, the moratorium was put in place to address issues and we
need to find the right balance as we move to change. We are trying to define those parameters, but we
certainly want to be more market-driven.
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Q/C: There shouldn’t be any moratorium. If you have the business, you should be able to get the trucks. We
shouldn’t take away from the idle trucks, but if you can prove that you’re busy, you should get more. In
busy times I often rent trucks.
Q/C: The Port is concerned about undercutting of rates, but if the audit system works the way it’s supposed
to work, then the undercutting problem should be a lot less. We’ve thought of long haul as special
circumstance, but we could instead call them “infrequent users”.
Q/C: We’re all worried about having too many trucks going around. The only way we can get a grip on it is
to do something about the wait times. Extra trucks often over-flow because trucks get stuck in line-ups. We
shouldn’t have to budget for congestion.
Q/C: Waiting times and the reservation system are problems. When the ports are moving and the trucks are
moving – there are no reservations. If shipping lines know how many containers they have and when they
arrive, why don’t reservation numbers match? Why don’t the shipping lines manage reservations? We
should be able to get reservations further in advance because both shippers and terminals know container
inventory and timing. The reservation server is very slow and reservations should be released further in
advance so we can plan. Basically, if you know how long the ship is there, the company should be able to
go there any time within the window ship is there but there must be enough reservations.
Q/C: I had a problem today with a reservation for 5 p.m.; the driver showed up at Deltaport at 5:05 and got
turned away. That is not our fault but how do we explain that to customer? My driver is mad with me.
Q/C: We had an incident on Friday and the shipping line was overbooked but didn’t notify us.
Q/C: The speed gate causes plugs at the port. The problem is that you get a free speed gate if you are over
100 containers. If all of those trucks come to the terminals without a reservation, it causes huge
congestion. The speed gate plugs up everything.
Q/C: Have you heard before that some larger carriers get preference for reservations? We believe that there
are companies that have written a program, or had a program written, that the minute a reservation opens,
they get it. There are cheaters.
Q/C: Ultimately, people are taking reservations they don’t need and we have to wait until people let them
go because there is no penalty for making a reservation that you don’t need.
R: We are planning consultation sessions about the new reservation system later this spring.
Q/C: For import containers, what happens if there are no reservations? Small carriers are affected deeply.
Why does the customer pay storage charges if there are no reservations?
Q/C: Can the Port regulate provincial companies? Does it fall under federal regulations?
R: It’s really the province or the federal government that regulates, but the Port would facilitate
enforcement through the TLS program. Right now, the province regulates off-dock moves and the federal
government regulates port-related moves. The province is the lead on enhancing the audit program as it
relates to off-dock moves.
Q/C: I am confused by the rate situation.
Q/C: Can the Port negotiate with diesel suppliers to provide fuel discounts for TLS licensed companies?
R: We’ve looked into something like that. It gets complicated because some larger companies already have
fuel cost agreements. But we can ask the question again.
Q/C: What about paying independent operator drivers by move rather than by hour, and allow for empty
pick-up for a double move. Company drivers should be hourly and independent owner-operators should be
by the move, percentage or profitability.
Q/C: Whenever you go to port, it should be a double-ended move each time.
R: We’re expecting that to be the norm with the common reservation system.
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Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: Is the idea to still go with 2007 trucks or newer?
R: Those existing standards will apply.
Q/C: Will you use GPS to track utilization? I think that should be part of any system.
Q/C: In the audit process, there will be a difference between company trucks and independent owneroperators? Applying a rate audit to all companies and off-docks generally makes sense. We were audited
six times in one year, but we know other non-union big companies that were never audited.
Q/C: There is probably a problem with Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC). The Port requires DOC, you go get a
reading, and sometimes it’s actually worse than it was before. DOC plugs the motor and the average says
you burn more diesel.
R: That subject has been researched; we’ve developed a number of documents to help explain the
challenges. Matching the wrong DOC to the wrong truck can be detrimental and hopefully we can clarify
those issues for you.
Q/C: Why is DOC only on port trucks? Trucks not on port don’t have DOC, and they’re running old
equipment. There is an idle-free zone in the terminals for trucks, but the terminals run their pick-up trucks
and equipment all day long. I don’t think an idle-free zone should be necessary. If the truck is passing, why
do we continually need DOC?
Q/C: I disagree about the idle-free zone, it should be necessary, but it’s not working right now. We should
be looking for fairness between different kinds of trucks.
R: The Port has recently implemented a Non-road Diesel Emissions Initiative to reduce diesel particulate
matter emissions from non-road equipment in the Port. More information is available on PortTalk.ca
Q/C: Utilization should matter.
R: We want it to be the dominant factor in licensing but we’ve heard people don’t want it to be the only
factor.
Q/C: Instead of trying to do everything all over again, the shipping line should be accountable. By the time
our drivers get there, they have no containers and we end up with dead runs.
Q/C: We want to hold truckers accountable to us, and the shippers should be accountable too.
Q/C: We’re talking about holding companies accountable. If the shipper goes out of business, and we can’t
pay independent owner-operators, is there something available for us? Will we hold the shipper
accountable?
R: We will have to give that one some thought.
Implementation
Q/C: I am concerned about the rates for drivers. Why can’t we pay the required $26.13/per hour for an
experienced guy, and $17/18 for new guys?
R: The Joint Action Plan states a minimum of $26.13.
Q/C: There shouldn’t be a minimum – we should be paying IO drivers a commission. This would prevent
drivers from driving slow or otherwise wasting time. An hourly wage for port drivers is a problem. How do
we tell shippers what their cost is, if we don’t know what the hours will be?
Q/C: Why are we re-inventing the wheel? I’m the one who is responsible for paying my labourers a fair
wage. Why not just use labour standards as the minimum, including CPP?
Q/C: Will there be a minimum rate per container? If not, undercutting could continue.
R: No. The intent is that if, through the auditing system, companies have to pay the stated rates, they won’t
undercut on container rates because they need to make a profit.
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Q/C: It is important for the Port to distance itself from the Joint Action Plan.
Q/C: If everyone is paid hourly, it will be very damaging.
R: If you were non-union, you would be audited to ensure the percentage would be at least equal to an
appropriate hourly Memorandum of Agreement.
Q/C: The 2005 Memorandum of Agreement set up a 10-cent per container charge to cover the cost of
audits and it didn’t happen. Could we introduce that now?
R: We will have to look into that.
Q/C: Paying drivers hourly is too high a cost and shippers will move to other countries. It has an especially
large impact on exports.
Q/C: We’re not going to be able to move anything at the port if wages are hourly. It will not be efficient
because of the hourly rates.
Communications
Q/C: Why aren’t you talking to CN/CP Rail? They pay me a higher rate ($36/hour) but it isn’t enough to cover
my costs at $26 per hour plus CPP, plus the cost of my truck. They also never pay overtime, but are often
late.
Q/C: How will the common reservation system work?
R: There will be four different reservation systems that will be connected through a portal. The intent is that
to trucking companies, it will look and function like one transparent system.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 15, 2014
Summary of the Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association (CIFFA) Stakeholder Group Meeting
for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Tuesday,
April 15, 2014 via conference call.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Chris Locher, CIFFA
Ron Gray, CIFFA
Gary Mooney, CIFFA
Maureen Jauvais, CIFFA
Ruth Snowden, CIFFA

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 9:00 a.m. The facilitator
explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and
that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives
introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Therese Mickelson conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Therese
Mickelson providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the
draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Therese Mickelson led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments
were welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: A letter went out on April 7, talking about applications. Were any trucking companies aware that this
deadline was going to come in?
R: Any new applications to increase the net number of trucks were put on hold. A moratorium was put in
place during this time for the development of the new TLS. The intention is to return to a better place when
the new TLS is implemented.
Q/C: Regarding sponsorship, if a driver is working for trucking firm ‘A’ and they part ways, the sponsoring
company would cancel what? How does that work?
R: We are still detailing this mechanism but the permit would no longer exist if the sponsorship were
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severed. An independent owner-operator would have the opportunity to establish a new permit with a new
company. The license is not necessarily severed, but they can show the intention to replace it.
Q/C: Under the new system, trucking companies will hold permits, not drivers, correct?
R: The trucking company would hold permits for company drivers, and for independent owner-operators,
the permit would exist through the company’s relationship with the IO driver.
Q/C: How long do I hold them?
R: As long as that sponsorship agreement is in place. If that agreement were severed, you wouldn’t have
those permits issued back to you until you can demonstrate that you need them.
Q/C: So companies could just not let drivers go?
R: The trucking company or the independent owner-operator can sever an agreement and try to find a
sponsorship agreement somewhere else.
Q/C: The reaction time concerns me. Also, if you hold permits they would essentially be gold if there’s no
mechanism to move drivers efficiently between companies, which could result in large problems and
damages to business.
R: We are taking that into consideration. One of the things being considered is granting additional permits
with a solid business case. We also heard feedback from exporters who want to be able to write a letter of
sponsorship and they would support permits. Permits would be dissolved when the business relationship
dissolves.
Q/C: Is the new reservation system going to be a level playing field?
R: That is what we are anticipating going forward; transparency will be the key component of a new
system.
Q/C: As I understand it, the significant change is that the independent owner-operator will hold the permit,
but he can only exercise that permit through sponsorship with a company?
R: That’s what we’re envisioning but neither company nor independent owner-operator actually hold the
permit The permit is what results by virtue of an agreement between companies and the independent
owner-operators.
Q/C: Going forward, how will permits be issued for company trucks and hourly drivers, not independent
owner-operators?
R: A trucking company would hold permits and allocate as they see fit.
Q/C: The permit is not resident with the independent owner-operator or driver; the permit is resident with
the trucking company who deploys that permit either to a sponsorship relationship or as an employee?
R: Yes.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver monitors and administers this? Will it be complex?
R: Yes we will monitor it and the complexity will depend on the final TLS.
Q/C: The sponsoring companies, will they strictly be trucking companies? Or could a freight forwarder do
this as well?
R: If they were a TLS registered company they could do so.
Current TLS System
Q/C: TLS is a control mechanism so you can penalize if necessary. The control mechanism works well as
long as it’s reasonable. It could be improved and I like what we’re discussing here. It is complicated
especially around issues of fairness, but I think we’re on the right track.
R: Just reiterating that we’re encouraging feedback about different ideas and suggestions.
Q/C: From my perspective, I think the current system isn’t working well at all. These suggested changes
look like they will improve it immensely. I think moratorium should remain in place; new licenses or
replacement licenses should only be issued to company trucks, not independent owner-operators. I think
that imbalance is causing problems. The penalty system for infractions needs to be enforced. I don’t believe
Port Metro Vancouver has enforced anything in the past 4-5 years. They have made threats but no
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implementation. Enforcement needs to tightened up and should be tied to performance. Current utilization
of existing drivers should be looked at as some have too many drivers. It looks like the changes suggested
will address a lot of this anyway. Let’s move forward with what is going to change from the current system.
Q/C: On the penalties, the current situation is that the company is penalized. Any thoughts about how the
driver could be penalized as well? The driver should be somewhat responsible. With the new system,
where TLS is with the company, drivers won’t have to accept rates less than what they should have
received.
R: There has been lots discussion. Hopefully the role of the whistle-blower program could become part of
the rate-compliance program as well.
Q/C: I think a lot of people are expecting the whistle-blower program to work with the new audit program,
including undercutting and such. If reported, then move them to the top of the list to be audited next.
R: If a number of calls about the same company or issue come in, we hope that would trigger something.
Q/C: My concern is that there’s going to be more emphasis on the audit, but the current audit is fairly
useless. The system could be improved with a very strict audit process and enforcement. It needs some
work.
R: With the Joint Action Plan, there is some uncertainty in the market right now. Everyone is still working
through a list of issues. There should be more communication coming from the Steering Committee.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: When you get requests to move a replacement license, we hope it can be much quicker. The new
program is a step in the right direction. Hopefully with these improvements in the marketplace, we can get
back to doing drayage for our own customers.
R: We have heard that Port Metro Vancouver needs to be much more responsive. We recognize this and
have moved forward with the customer service team.
Q/C: My main concern is the moratorium. There are too many independent owner-operators, but for
companies who are looking to grow and expand, there is not enough. Audits and enforcement are both
important and everybody has to be audited.
Q/C: The audit system, up until this point, has been restricted to non-union companies. Some are getting
audited frequently while others are not getting audited at all. Some infractions are never addressed because
the companies are never audited. Everyone needs to be audited. Audits should start with those who have
never been audited. Enforcement has to be everything because without auditing and enforcement, this
whole thing won’t work. This is becoming too expensive of a container market and it needs to stop.
Congestion and waiting times are part of the problem. And we need to focus on company drivers. How will
any of this impact the rail terminals? I can’t see CP or CN coming on board with anything. How much
enforcement will the Port have on the rail terminals? I think that’s still going to be a challenge.
R: On the Joint Action Plan, it does talk about waiting times at CN and CP. We don’t see that going any
further, outside the review of the Action Plan right now. With regards to rail service, outside TLS, we
recognize it has serious challenges, but they won’t be addressed through the TLS. Twenty seven percent of
companies are non-union, so right now only 27% of the market is involved in the audit process.
Q/C: Auditing can create a huge administrative burden. There should be caution around penalties and fines
in first year paying for audits, but after the first year we need to bring it back a little bit to maybe an annual
or bi-annual audit.
Q/C: What is the timing on the reservation system? What leadership role is the Port taking to ensure the
TLS is effective, in terms of reducing wait times and making terminals more efficient? What is the
timeframe?
R: The extended gate pilot project is the first step and we are still in consultation with the terminals about
that. Ideally it will be in place by 2015.
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Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: When you are talking about accountability, I think there are others who should be included (not just
trucking companies) but how do you engage them? How can we engage freight forwarders and
importers/exporters in this process? I think others should be accountable, but I am not sure how to bring
them in.
Q/C: Do you have the standards that everyone has to meet for the audit in place today? Have we developed
the TLS standard requirement? Is that documented and communicated? It has to happen before we can
audit and enforce.
R: The province of BC is leading on that particular initiative; they are expected to do that in consultation with
industry and Port Metro Vancouver. Today, the TLS has requirements to maintain documents used during
the audit process. We’re looking at the current system and wondering what can be done better.
Q/C: Could third-party companies perform the audits? If standards are established, could a certified thirdparty do the audits?
R: It’s a daunting task to develop the audit process - it will be a challenge.
Q/C: It doesn’t have to be that complicated.
Q/C: Regardless of how streamlined the process is, it still won’t catch all the undercutting. We still have a
challenge.
Q/C: Is there any issue regarding competition and setting of minimum wages?
R: The last Memorandum of Agreement was dealt with through legislation.
Q/C: What policy will be making the audit performance available and transparent?
R: We’ve heard it should be transparent, there should be harsh penalties for non-compliance, and it should
have an educational component.
Q/C: Transparency should be built right into the audit process and having 100% audits will help. Post
companies who don’t comply so it doesn’t escalate like it did in 2005.
Q/C: Environmental safety equipment issues are easy. Utilization is a key element, particularly when we’re
talking about new charges for anyone running empty. There needs to be some way to monitor when trucks
are running empty when they don’t have to be. An oversupply of independent owner-operators and
company problems in dispatching aggravate things and being able to monitor utilization is key. How are you
going to do that? I don’t know. Having a common reservation system will help. Without this, I don’t know
how you can do it.
Accountability and tying the licenses into the ability to deliver containers or pick up containers on late gates
is a key issue. Primarily big-box and bulk are allowed to block off reservations – they should operate on
night gates, and that will reduce congestion on the waterfront. Terminals have to be efficient and profitable,
and can’t have gates open and empty. Leave night gates for those that can use them and leave the day for
those that can’t operate on night gates.
Q/C: You can’t blame drivers and truck companies for utilization issues. It is very difficult to arrange doubleended moves with the current reservation system. Hopefully a common reservation system will help fix
that.
Q/C: Dispatchers have lots of difficulty and under the current system beggars can’t choosers. They are
forced to be inefficient because of a lack of availability in reservations. Saturday gates are not sold out. You
can build your own double-end moves. The problem with Saturday is that it’s on Saturday. Hopefully
extended gates will make Monday-Friday feel like Saturday, and increase double-end moves. If the day is
not sold out, people can move cargo more efficiently. Equal access is so important. I have a lot of faith in
CDI. Right now, bulk and big-box take away from everyone else because they get prime big blocks during
the day. Transparency and having results posted is great. Maybe once a month have a running list of audits.
Maybe audit those who have never been audited first. Ocean carriers are responsible for a lot of delays at
port and it has to do with empty containers. There is a lack of screening of empty containers. Drivers with
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problems with empties have to go back in line and ask for another one. Every empty container for release at
a marine terminal should be screened at terminal.
Implementation
Q/C: With sponsorship service, we hope you’re asking the right questions, like you would in a dating
service. Are you developing those questions so we can develop a relationship between a driver and a
company?
R: The questions may be different for each company. We may suggest some minimum pieces of
information we might require, for example, has TLS or has a proper port pass, but a company will determine
what’s important to them.
Q/C: But shouldn’t you provide leadership, for example, providing a model?
R: There are some legal reasons why it wouldn’t be appropriate for Port Metro Vancouver to provide a
template.
Q/C: If Port Metro Vancouver will be looking at new applications for TLS, and looking at safety, how does
Port Metro Vancouver currently get information? For example, recent accidents, etc. How would Port Metro
Vancouver find out about that accident?
R: We will have to look into that in more detail, but it might be driver abstracts for example. This is
something we need to take a closer look at.
Q/C: It could also be problems with dispatchers and sending out faulty equipment or not knowing the
overpass height.
R: We’ve discussed the ability to pass some costs back to the driver, for example is case of negligence, but
some other things will not be charged back.
Communications
Not Discussed.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator, Greg)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 11, 2014
Summary of the Chamber of Shipping of BC (COSBC) Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the
consultation for the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Friday, April 11, 2014 at the COSBC
Boardroom, 100 – 1111 W Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Michael Yeung, OOCL (Canada) Inc.
Richard Chappell, Westwood Shipping
Bonnie Gee, Chamber of Shipping
Jens-Ole Steinev, Chamber of Shipping
Lance Lin, Chamber of Shipping
Eiji Kurogo, MOL
Victor Yim, China Shipping (Canada) Company Ltd.
Quentin Newman, K-Line Canada Ltd.
Bill Clearie, Westward Shipping (PIL)
Eric Nang, Evergreen
Dave Bedwell, COSCO
Stephen Brown, Chamber of Shipping
Joseph Lee, Evergreen Shipping Agency (America)
Corp.
Denien Ford, China Ocean Shipping Canada
Nancy Meek, Hanjin Shipping
Balaji Salem, Maersk Line Canada
Jordan Kajfasz, Maersk Line Canada

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response
1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, and Stephen Brown, COSBC, welcomed participants and the meeting began at
1:00 p.m. The facilitator explained the intent of the meeting, noting that is one of a series of stakeholder
meetings, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and representatives from
Port Metro Vancouver introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Steven Brown conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new
TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
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Q/C: Has there been any consultation with actual trucking companies? They don’t know the costs, so it is
very difficult for them to give us rates.
R: We are consulting with representatives within the industry but we can’t survey all of them. We
collaborated with BCTA, including a meeting with their board. BCTA has 65 member companies within the
drayage sector, which represents large, medium and small companies and many different business models.
The Consultation Summary Report will be made publicly available.
Q/C: Trucking companies can’t give rates because they don’t know what the fees and rates will be with
new TLS, whether or not they were part of the consultation process. It is very challenging.
R: The annual License fee will be on a cost recovery basis, including cost for customer service, GPS and
daily operation. We also haven’t determined the fee because we need more information on the rate
compliance program and input from this consultation process. We don’t have answers yet but one can
imagine auditing costs will increase and we would have some of this cost recovered. Depending on how
large the auditing program becomes, that will determine its cost.
Q/C: Apart from the TLS annual fee, can you give more information about the security deposit required?
R: We’re looking at two possible options. A security deposit as part of licensing would be intended to cover
any damages or infractions in the event of non-payment. The performance bond (up front amount or lending
company guarantee at rates likely in the range of 1-2% per year) is intended to provide assurances that if
there is an audit of a company that confirms an outstanding amount owing to drivers, that the company will
pay. Port Metro Vancouver could call upon bond to be paid to individuals.
Q/C: Someone told me it could be a quarter million dollar deposit.
R: We have no numbers established at this time.
Q/C: As shippers, that cost is passed on to us.
R: Fees and not yet determined. It still could be security deposit or performance bond. A performance bond
is meant to protect individuals. Performance bond would still be only 1-2%. Port Metro Vancouver has not
yet developed those numbers. We are considering all feedback, including other suggested options.
Current TLS
Q/C: Is there something inherent to the TLS that is causing disruptions?
R: A moratorium is currently in place and there is a fixed pool of drivers. The expectation is that there is rate
regulation, but it hasn’t been applied as vigorously as expected. And, the existing audit process does not go
far enough. We’ve heard that industry doesn’t want regulation, but they want auditing. We are trying to find
that happy medium.
Q/C: The TLS is not designed to deal with port security.
Q/C: If there’s no component of the TLS designed for port security, we would like to see that added. And
we would like to see exemptions for long-haul moves. Long hauls often have to hand off to locals because
different standards are applied to long haul vs. locals. For example, the truck is not licensable, which adds
approximately $400 to the cost of a container because it can’t be brought straight in.
R: We are recognizing that we need to encompass infrequent users like long haul.
Q/C: You use the word “shippers”, what or who is the definition of “shipper”?
R: I was referring to Western Canadian Shippers Coalition, the exporters. Dealing with Freight Management
Association of Canada, PULSE, etc. Trying to get everyone, including importers through the FMA.
Q/C: Over the years, there have been discussions around the definition of who the “customer of the port”
actually is? Traditionally we, the shippers, have been left out. We were left out of previous dialogue, even
though the problems brought us to our knees. We also hire truckers. We’re not exempt from this.
R: That is precisely why we’re here. We want to make sure we’re capturing your input, the input of all
those affected. We will put together a consultation report and consider this input in developing refined TLS
program for consultation.
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Q/C: TLS or no TLS, truckers went on strike because they think they can’t make a living due to congestion
and delays. We have to look at all the reasons for these problems, and that includes rail problems. TLS
doesn’t resolve the issue.
R: We’ve heard that inefficiencies at terminals are a problem. We’re not suggesting they don’t need to be
improved, but things are not nearly as bad as people sometimes like to say.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: Right now the drayage industry is growing, but we are having pains finding enough drivers. There is a
constant shifting and it’s tough. Timing is hard – having to hand off to another party.
R: There are lots of factors; we need to have some different consideration for infrequent users. There is a
security component with the need for a port pass.
Q/C: One of the points you brought up was extended gates, what is your idea of how extended gates
would work, and who would pay for them?
R: We’ve talked to terminals about what a pilot project would look like before this consultation program, and
with the Joint Action Plan and waiting time penalties, the pilot could change. What actually happens might
be different but the intention is to provide 10-12 weeks with regularly scheduled extended gates.
Q/C: We’ve heard that terminals will cancel extended gates if they don’t have the volumes.
R: For the pilot project, we will use data to move forward. Terminals want assurance that their operating
costs will be covered. Truckers want assurance that extended gates won’t be cancelled. We are working
with terminals to determine costs, which are based on existing contracts. One scenario would be to have
two work crews each work five hours, for a total of 10 hours of service with two crews (essentially doubles
the cost). We want to identify a reasonable cost structure. A 60% threshold would be required. We
committed that we would fund up to minimum threshold for the pilot project.
R: Through the pilot, we will provide industry with 60 days notice of schedule so that you have a reasonable
amount of time to adjust your business during this pilot project and help to minimize compensation
requirements. Many truckers have complained they can’t get enough reservations. The pilot project will
provide consistency, with ports operating five days a week.
Q/C: No matter what transpires of new TLS, we don’t want and won’t tolerate Port Metro Vancouver
coming to the ocean carrier looking for compensation.
R: That is outside TLS, but certainly understood.
Q/C: Yes, but it may come back to us in port tariff.
Q/C: I think you can’t just announce night gates, and see what happens. There is a need for follow through
to make sure it stays open.
R: That’s what we want to do for the pilot project.
Q/C: This group doesn’t get compensation if ships are sailing less than full – subsidizing any part of the
industry is short-term and not sustainable.
R: It would be premature to think any subsidy is the case. We’re undertaking this consultation to determine
what the end result will be. Hopefully compensation to terminals becomes completely unnecessary,
especially when it comes to wait time fees to terminals. Terminals may recognize that night gates are now
necessary, with no need for compensation.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver undertook consultation on the Gateway Infrastructure Fee (GIF) as well, and
we’re still paying for it.
Q/C: Everyone around here, including terminals, support night gates and want them to work but we believe
that people were holding back reservations to make night gates happen. If truckers decide they want this to
fail, it will. It could easily fail again. We feel helpless next to truckers and those that hire the truckers. What
was going on after disruption? All these people said they needed product so badly, but only wanted it
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday to Friday.
R: We recognize that the relationship Port Metro Vancouver has with independent owner-operators may be
of concern. We’ve talked about more accountability through TLS for trucking companies and the response
from companies is that accountability is good, but they want to hire who they want to hire.
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Q/C: Are you taking to off-docks as well?
R: Not for this consultation, but moving forward, we will.
Q/C: I would have thought off-docks would be represented?
R: They are represented through trucking companies.
Q/C: There should be an incentive to bring people to night and weekend gates – would this be something
Port Metro Vancouver or the terminals would do?
Q/C: I never liked the moratorium. The only way to help is to lift the moratorium. The less control the better.
Q/C: Before we implement the new TLS, what are you going to do about licenses that have already
expired?
R: The Port will continue to extend existing licences until the new TLS program is in place. The only reason
someone would be rejected today is age of the truck age. We haven’t changed entry requirements.
Q/C: I think it’s a good idea to put licenses in the hands of trucking companies rather than drivers. I think
you’ll get some backlash though. It’s a kind of commodity that’s being taken away from them. It will be
helpful in preventing a recurrence of the disruption, but there will be some backlash.
Q/C: We support your suggestion of the company holding licenses. A key point is how the terminal
operators treat truckers and our sector. If you can improve that, we might not need this whole reform.
Q/C: During the strike, when only a few trucks were working, we still had drivers incurring three-hour
delays at the terminal. There is an inherent problem at the terminals for some trucks; that’s what must
change.
Q/C: Linking the licenses to good performance is a positive thing.
Q/C: A major concern for me is if extended hours at terminals results in added costs to our business.
Q/C: If you have effective rate auditing, do you then need to control number of licenses?
R: Good point. We can’t have an unlimited number of stakeholders and still have effective auditing. It would
be very expensive and cumbersome. We have to be able to pull back the layers and move away from
auditing in the long-term.
Q/C: Rates used to apply to everyone and now they only apply to those on port property. With the new
system we’re going back to it applying to all moves. What has changed to allow the Port to govern rates on
non-port property?
R: Nothing has changed yet; we are not entirely sure of rationale. Auditing of off-docks was found to be
outside of the federal jurisdiction in 2007. We found that off-dock moves have a big impact on creating
instability through undercutting. The responsibility now lies with the province and they’re developing an
audit process.
Q/C: Why couldn’t the TLS be handled or coordinated by a trucking association, like the BCTA? Why is the
Port so enthralled with taking full control of the TLS? What is the driver that’s pushing the Port to be the
mastermind behind the TLS?
R: Nobody is enthralled with the Port taking over TLS. But as a result of Marine Act, the federal government
has mandated us to have a truck licensing system. BCTA wouldn’t be in position to do this either since the
drayage sector is only a small representation of their overall membership.
Q/C: Could a broader industry group be created to manage TLS? A lot of people just don’t see themselves
as having ownership over the Action Plan. It would suggest a different model with broader industry – Port
Metro Vancouver, bill payers and Transport Canada. Part of problem right now is that a lot of people don’t
see the Port as the right body to oversee trucking. There are other options that could be explored and we
shouldn’t just take them off the table altogether, especially if there isn’t great enthusiasm from Port Metro
Vancouver to take it on.
Q/C: We understand that the federal government regulates Port Metro Vancouver to manage TLS.
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Q/C: I think before there was a TLS, truckers would still picket port locations, whether or not Port Metro
Vancouver is involved.
Q/C: When the Port starts to decide who is eligible to provide service to the supply chain, that is big step.
Ocean carriers and suppliers will tell the Port what is coming in but it is different for truckers. We can’t
manage containership capacity, the market will do that, but we can manage how much truck traffic coming
into ports.
R: As previously mentioned, we’re meeting with all kinds of different stakeholders. One suggestion brought
forward was that large shippers would like to be able to choose working relationships with specific trucking
companies and offer a letter of sponsorship.
Q/C: That transfers some degree of compliance from the truckers to shippers.
Q/C: The TLS was designed to deal with the local trucking issue at its inception only? We’re having trouble
with long-haul guys getting wrapped up in this and we would like to see that addressed.
R: Correct.
Q/C: It’s not really efficient or acceptable to be on port property for four hours.
R: We recognize the need for improvements but one example is truckers arriving three hours before
opening.
Q/C: I thought the port was not supposed to let them in?
R: There is no security at 6:00 in the morning.
Q/C: There’s your problem, should make them wait outside.
Q/C: Has the animosity between longshoremen and drivers come up in discussion? This might be one of
the reasons for long wait times. Is there any merit to this?
R: Part of what Port Metro Vancouver is trying to do with the Smart Fleet initiative is remove inherent
barriers and other stressors so we can see what problem is and fix it.
Q/C: I heard some trucking company driver report that another driver was just reading a magazine, though
he reported waiting.
Q/C: The thing that is frustrating is getting reservations, and the consistent unwillingness of terminals to
say where those reservations are. Reservations are not picked up because no one can find them. Common
reservation system has pluses, but right now there is no mechanism to identify where reservations are, at
any point in time. The problem is customer service. These are fundamental issues and we need to deal with
them.
R: Adding transparency to it is key. I don’t know the inner workings as of yet. We’ve certainly heard the
problems and we want to address them with the new reservation system moving forward.
Q/C: It would go a long way to have a phone line where truckers could call to get reservations.
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: GPS is recording what it’s recording, and Dale provides us with those reports, but we’re still missing
an understanding of what’s going on in ports. We can’t put our finger on exactly where the problem actually
is in terminals. Need a better understanding if we want effective auditing, we need to look at something in
TLS that provides us with more insight. The reason people walked out was frustration with long waiting
times.
R: That wouldn’t fall under TLS; that falls under the broader Smart Fleet program. But it is all under the
Common Data Interface (reservations) umbrella, and that would allow for the auditing of virtually every
transaction. Our goal is to get to that.
Q/C: Will a rate audit/review be made public? Or just to the trucker and Port Metro Vancouver?
Transparency is a good thing.
R: Our hope is to develop scorecards for each company that will be made public. This could eventually be
used to help shippers make decisions on whom they want to hire based on performance.
Q/C: Will GPS data be shared? It is a great tool and transparency is good.
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Q/C: I don’t think any truck should operate without a GPS. I don’t see why every single truck wouldn’t have
GPS.
R: By the end of summer, every single licensed truck will have GPS.
Q/C: Our problem is fluidity on the port and along the Gateway. Railroads are 30% of the problems.
Memorandums of Understanding are essentially worthless pieces of papers. We need to get railroads to
the table and there is no capacity for the Port to manage them.
Q/C: What would performance metrics be?
R: Some things we’re thinking about are utilization, NSC, etc.
Implementation
Q/C: I am always nervous when a port seeks to micromanage any part of port activity. It could be relatively
simple or quite complex. I’m not convinced that the Port is the best party to manage TLS and Smart Fleet.
The Port should be a stakeholder, but right now I think the Port is trying to exclusively manage. We should
include those with a financial stake in management. It could be an industry body comprising associations,
the Port, Transport Canada, and terminals – broader in scope, involving all stakeholders, including financial
stakeholders.
R: If it were to be an industry group, how would that happen? Port Metro Vancouver is mandated by The
Canada Marine Act and they have to do this, but you don’t see them as having financial stake?
Q/C: I’m looking more at grassroots stakeholders, with a financial and operational claim. We haven’t had
much of a say. I think other models are worthy of consideration.
Q/C: Everybody wants the system to work. It is complicated and even if you implement changes, the real
key to success is what actually happens when you show up at terminal.
Communications
Q/C: Thank you for allowing us to provide input, we hope there is some value to what we’ve said. We want
to be constructive and we are keen to see this all resolved. We all have the same objective, but how do we
get there?
Q/C: We’ve heard that there is a difficulty in communication. Should language proficiency be part of TLS
moving forward?
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 13, 2014.
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Stakeholder Meeting
April 7, 2014
Summary of the Freight Management Association of Canada (FMAC) Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase
1 of the consultation for the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Monday, April 7, 2014 via
conference call.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Bob Ballantyne, FMAC
Neil McKenna, GenCo
Gary Fast, Canadian Tire
Robert Wiebe, Loblaw
Bob Meredith, Canadian Tire
Ron King, HBC
Monica Carawan, Target
Brian Kipley, Canadian Tire [?]

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response
1.
Welcome and Introductions
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 11:00 a.m. The facilitator
explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one of the stakeholder meetings in a series of
planned stakeholder meetings, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and
Port Metro Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Therese Mickelson conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Therese
Mickelson providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the
draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Therese Mickelson led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments
were welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Have you had any sessions before?
R: We had two sessions last Thursday with trucking companies and trucking representatives, this is the first
meeting this week but there are several others scheduled, and we are looking to wrap up discussion
sessions on Friday.
Q/C: Why did the Joint Action Plan rates effectively double the fuel surcharge program agreed to in the past
MOA? It looks like it’s just another revenue stream.
R: We can’t speak for the province and the federal government and the rationale for what was negotiated
with drivers. We can provide a contact name at Transport Canada to follow up with.
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Q/C: What percentage of moves would be audited today?
R: The only moves that are currently audited are trips that begin or end at a marine terminal and are nonunion companies. Approximately 27% are non-union companies.
Current TLS Program
No specific discussion.
Proposed New TLS Program
Q/C: What was the rationale for doing away with a fee to drivers in a new system? We were paying a fee in
the older system.
R: Correct. We are taking away that responsibility and putting it on to a Full Service Operator or company.
The annual license fee will have a certain number of permits attached to it, and there will be additional
charges above a certain threshold.
Q/C: In the new system, does the license still stay with the driver? Will they need sponsorship from a Full
Service Operator?
R: We still have the permit agreement with independent owner-operators, but their relationship with Port
Metro Vancouver will be much less than it is today. The focus will be with companies as they will be
responsible for independent owner-operators working under their company license.
Q/C: I live in Ottawa, not close to the process. If a license goes to trucking companies, and independent
owner-operators become more accountable to companies, is there a downside to this in terms of the
reaction from independent owner-operators?
R: That is certainly possible, we can’t know how they will react. Companies will sponsor individual drivers
and either side can sever a relationship. If an existing sponsorship is ended, a driver will have the
opportunity to find sponsorship with another company within a defined period of time (maybe 30 days) to
find work elsewhere within the model. So if a driver severs the relationship, they have opportunity to look
for work by signing a sponsorship agreement with another company.
Q/C: Could a driver set up an agreement with more than one company?
R: They will only be sponsored by one company. Currently, it’s referred to as “claimed” or “un-claimed” by
Full Service Operators. Port Metro Vancouver doesn’t currently have involvement in this, but it may in the
future.
Q/C: Who will administer the new TLS program?
R: Port Metro Vancouver will administer the program.
Q/C: Port Metro Vancouver will keep the database?
R: Correct.
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: Are background checks done on drivers before a license is issued?
R: No. A driver goes through some basic background checks for a Port Pass, but not a detailed background
check.
Q/C: Can a company require a background check?
R: Yes. Should there be standards for background checks? Maybe, it’s something to consider.
Q/C: You would have to establish what an acceptable crime would be, and what would be unacceptable for
example terrorist-related charges would likely be unacceptable.
R: The current basic Port Pass clearance does not require a criminal record check, but it could. We will take
note of that – it makes a lot of sense.
Q/C: Many commercial enterprises do background checks.
R: Will follow up with the background checking process here at Port Metro Vancouver.
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Q/C: As long as the driver will be compensated by trip, why would we care what performance metrics are?
R: If they’re doing business with Port Metro Vancouver, we want business with Port Metro Vancouver to be
their dominant business and to meet consistent standards.
Q/C: If we had company drivers, we would want them to do port business and company business. It would
show poor metrics at the port, but the internal metrics would be good.
R: Less regulation is good, but we know that we have to control the number of permits or tags and we
have to have the means to manage them moving forward. We don’t want to have uncontrolled growth
without the business justification behind it. We are getting feedback that utilization might not be the best
measure. We need a good sense of what’s going on to satisfy industry as well. It depends on the business
model the company is in.
Q/C: We don’t want to be held hostage to 75 drivers, we would prefer more licenses to be out there.
R: We’ve heard that people don’t want to be limited or regulated, but we’ve also been told there needs to
be auditing to keep the market segment compliant as a whole.
Q/C: To fully determine whether utilization as a performance requirement is a good idea, we would like the
opportunity to have the licenses explained to us in more detail.
R: If utilization is a requirement, there will be an opportunity to explain why utilization is being used and the
rationale for the criteria being applied to set the target levels.
Q/C: Today, do we track utilization by truck?
R: We can on the 1000 GPS-equipped trucks in the system. Our intent is that all trucks will be equipped
with GPS.
Q/C: What effects will that have on long-haul trucks?
R: We’re mostly talking about the local market.
Q/C: What is the cost of GPS?
R: Approximately $400 per unit, funded by Port Metro Vancouver, Transport Canada and The Province of
B.C.
Q/C: The owner operator doesn’t pay?
R: No.
Q/C: Should they?
R: That may be a consideration moving forward, but we have the funding in place to support a full
installation to the current trucks in the system.
Q/C: Will this be a barrier to entry?
Q/C: The data being collected, will companies have that GPS data for their moves?
R: Not yet, but during a pilot program, we did provide access to daily reports. It hasn’t been part of the
move to 1000 units. At full implementation we may allow them to pull daily reports. We are looking at
reducing overall costs with volume of business, but also looking at what other values can be pulled from
using GPS data.
Q/C: Is GPS data for end-to-end moves or just on port property?
R: Everything. We are not yet using it for off-dock moves, but that is included in expansion plans.
Q/C: Can special cases be allowed access to ports without GPS?
R: Drivers are allowed access to the port as long as they have Port Pass.
Q/C: Any thought about accountability of terminal operators to cut down on wait time? This seems to be a
key point of tension for the driver community.
R: That is definitely part of the Smart Fleet program. One of the points in the Joint Action Plan is that a wait
time in excess of 90 minutes would be paid to drivers.
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Q/C: Does that include scheduled lunches?
R: If terminals are being penalized for excessive wait times, this should support measures for improved
efficiency.
Q/C: Can labour be staggered over breaks to add efficiency?
R: Terminals are looking at staggered lunch breaks where half of the truck gate would have lunch, and then
the other half would go for lunch. We’ve asked them to consider continuous operations (at half staff)
through the break would cost but it is not feasible with their existing contracts. We’ve been looking at lots
of options to see how to cover lunch hours. So far we haven’t come up with any options that remove the
half-hour gap. Controlling reservations may help, which means reservations scheduled before lunch should
be completed before lunch. If not completed, the waiting time would continue to accumulate through the
break, with applicable penalties.
Q/C: Owner operators don’t have penalties, what’s stopping terminals from serving them first because
there are no penalties?
R: Noted.
Q/C: What’s being done to control productivity at the terminals?
R: There is no financial relationship between the trucking companies and the terminals today, but with
penalties in place they will have to manage that relationship to be more efficient.
Implementation
Q/C: One of the issues seems to be the long-term stability of trucking operations in and out of port in terms
of operation and cost to the importers/exporters. How will the 14-point plan and the Joint Action plan
contribute to that stability?
R: TLS reform has been discussed and debated over the last 12-18 months and is now being expedited. We
think that in unison with Smart Fleet (CDI/common reservation system) it will bring accountability to all
parties. Audit compliance will be big and a strong driver for behaviour change. The province is tasked with
enhancing the audit program. The complexity of the audit program will determine how much it will cost on
an ongoing basis. If there were unlimited licenses, audits would become very expensive. The
implementation of night gates/extended hours, we feel, will have significant impact on the long waiting
times affecting truckers. We are hoping this helps speed up turn times and lower wait times.
Communications
Q/C: FMAC would like to be involved in continuing consultation and try to work in cooperative way with Port
Metro Vancouver in any way that we can.
R: Did the conference call work?
Q/C: Works for now, we will get back to you.
Q/C: Is there going to be a separate consultation around the appointment system (Common reservation
system)?
R: Yes, common to all four terminals. We will be doing much more stakeholder engagement for this.
Q/C: This has been informative.
Q/C: If we start to roll out over the next few months, it is important to keep an eye on things happening
south of the border. It may put more pressure on Vancouver.
Q/C: Will notes be published?
R: Everything will be published together at the end of consultation when the Consultation Summary Report
is complete.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Summary of the PULSE Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for the proposed new
Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Wednesday, April 9, 2014 via conference call.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Anastasie Hacault
Jen Ritthaler
Tim Bergen
Stephen Paul
Rob Sears
Brian Atkins
Robert Moore

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R= PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 11:00 a.m. The facilitator
explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and
that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives
introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Therese Mickelson conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Therese
Mickelson providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the
draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Therese Mickelson led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments
were welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: As an independent owner-operator today, I have a permit, but as of June, I will need a company to
sponsor me? Are there any concerns that independent owner-operators will not be able to get sponsorship?
R: Companies have many different models when it comes to ratios of company drivers to independent
owner-operators. We expect that those who are currently using independent owner-operators will likely
continue to do so by sponsoring drivers.
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Q/C: Are independent owner-operators as valuable to companies as company drivers? This process will
certainly change the mix of company drivers to independent owner-operators.
R: The whole industry won’t move in the same direction – every company will come to their own decision
based on a variety of factors.
Q/C: The three-year National Safety Code (NSC) requirement to get an operator license, how does that
happen?
R: For new entrants into TLS, their NSC must have been in good standing for three years.
Q/C: Where would that truck have to have operated?
R: It must have operated outside drayage sector.
Q/C: This will limit the number of people looking for a new port license.
Q/C: Any truck operating will have a NSC number.
R: Right now there is a moratorium on new licences by companies or drivers . With regards to NSC, there is
ongoing considerable reform. Many companies had NSC in administrative stand-by or didn’t use it, and
these have since been inactivated. Now a NSC application requires an exam, and the passing rate is 15%.
The new NSCs coming on board are much more tightly controlled.
Q/C: So in order to apply for a port license, you need a three-year good standing NSC?
R: Yes, that is the system as it exists today. You can provide feedback if there is something to consider as
we move forward with new system – maybe a security deposit, or a performance bond.
Q/C: Can the NSC that has been issued be from anywhere in the country?
R: Yes.
Q/C: Liquidated damages, are those fees targeted at the company or the independent owner-operator? Are
wait time fees distributed to the company or the independent owner-operator?
R: We’ve created a schedule of liquidated damages. Who is ultimately responsible? We are looking for
feedback on that. Some other groups have said direct negligence should be passed on to the driver, but
maybe things more attributable to the company could not necessarily be passed along to driver. Regarding
the wait time fee, the Joint Action Plan intended to compensate independent owner-operators, although
wording should be “all drivers”. Terminals may worry more about independent owner-operators than
company drivers because of the monetary penalty. Audits will ensure that payments go from companies to
independent owner-operators.
Q/C: Can you provide a summary of how the extended gate pilot project will work, how data is being
collected, and when the pilot will operate?
R: The pilot project for extended gates has been announced. We’ve established a model where terminals
assign extended gates based on demand. There is some risk to participating terminals if they open up and
don’t get enough business. Industry, terminals and the Port are all working together. We envision the
program running on a daily basis for 10-12 weeks.
Q/C: Consistency is what’s going to take this forward. We’ve had problems because there isn’t consistency
and we can’t get resources together if we don’t know when gates are running.
R: We are envisioning a 10-12 week period where everybody is committed. There is an expectation for
terminals to share data on things like their reservation system and double-ended moves. Then we would
use that data to develop a common reservation system.
Q/C: Mentioned KPMG doing metrics, have they calculated hours of service for truck drivers and the effect
on the industry in their model?
R: We have another company, Advent Intermodal Solutions that is modeling that particular aspect.
Q/C: Will the extended gates basically eliminate the availability of paid speed gates when needed?
R: That is not the intention, but speed gates and those benefits need to be taken into consideration during
this pilot project. Lots will be dependent on consultation and making sure everyone’s needs are understood
and making sure the amount of evening work matches the resources needed to make it happen.
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Q/C: Have the carriers been consulted and briefed on extended gates as well? We’ve found that carriers
have not adjusted their hours.
R: That consultation hasn’t closed yet, but there has been some.
Q/C: Are you meeting with ocean carriers or shippers?
R: Both.
Q/C: The number of permits for independent owner-operators and companies will initially remain the same.
Does that just mean current independent owner-operators will have to find a company? How long will they
have to wait?
R: We want to give everyone the opportunity to have the same number of licences they have today. Any
independent owner-operator who is not sponsored will have a defined period of time to find sponsorship
but we have not yet determined what that defined period of time will be.
Q/C: Can sponsorship only come from a trucking company?
R: Yes, only a company that has a TLS license. We don’t want to define what a sponsorship agreement is
per se, but we may have some minimum requirements.
Q/C: If an independent owner-operator were working for a local company today, he would essentially have
to go to competition to get sponsorship?
R: Yes, it has to be a Full Service Operator (FSO) company.
Q/C: Does an independent owner-operator only need one sponsorship?
R: Yes, they will only need one sponsorship, but an independent owner-operator could only be sponsored
by one company at a time.
Q/C: Do you have an estimate of the security deposit?
R: That is to be determined. We are consulting with financial representatives about what would be
reasonable. The difference between a security deposit and a performance bond would be significant with a
security deposit being approximately 1-2% of the bond. The bond would not be intended to be applied to
liquidated damages, it would more likely be used in cases where there are problems in audit and the
company needs to pay drivers.
Q/C: You are saying the common reservation system will be implemented in early 2015? Do you have
agreement in place?
R: We are in consultation with terminals now and will be undertaking consultation on the function of the
reservation system this spring.
Q/C: Do you have a final design for this system?
R: We have a concept for an operational model and common reservation and we have been working with
Advent Intermodal Systems to develop it.
Q/C: Who will administer the system once it is implemented?
R: We are not that far along yet. Port Metro Vancouver is leading development of project, but there has not
yet been a decision on who will run it in the long-term.
Q/C: With the GPS funding, is that for initial implementation, and is there a plan going forward on funding
for that?
R: The operating cost of the GPS system will become part of the cost of the TLS system.
Q/C: Terminals pay for wait times, but how is the data structure defined? For example, are individuals linked
to wait times and are geo-fences defined?
R: That is in progress. Terminals are concerned how this will impact their business.
Q/C: How many companies are currently eligible to sponsor an independent owner-operator?
R: 154.
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Current TLS Program
Q/C: 154 companies is a problem. Too much competition will result in a strike. There needs to be a higher
barrier to entry even if that is not popular with independent owner-operators or smaller companies. We
need a higher threshold for trucks to be a licensed company with the Port. We see the same thing in the
shipping community – a lack of consolidation.
Q/C: Sometimes companies are forced to take on more drivers than we need because of flaws in
reservation system. Fixing the reservation could fix the competition problems.
R: That aligns fairly closely with what the Port is thinking.
Q/C: In conducting this review you should look at other ports and see what’s working there and if we can
make that work here. For example, Montreal has approximately 50% company drivers and Vancouver has
around 20%. If there are conflicts between drivers and gates, how do we address that?
R: We are absolutely communicating with various other ports.
Q/C: My comment is to question whether there are too many companies licensed – or is it that the
moratorium eliminates other people from entering the market, including those who could have significant
impact on economy. I agree the number of independent owner-operators needs to change, but there are a
number of companies with a good reputation and their own trucks that should be able to participate and
currently they cannot. The moratorium limits the number of people who can participate using their own
resources. We shouldn’t limit reputable companies’ access to the port.
R: We don’t disagree that it would be good to operate on a free-market basis in the long-term. We
ultimately want to move in that direction, but right now we need some degree of control to prevent
disruption from happening again. The undercutting battle plays out every day in the trucking industry in
general with such a large free market. Recognizing that no regulation is the long-term goal, some regulation
is needed today. We’re looking for different ways for companies to expand and contract without having a
moratorium in place.
Q/C: Is the moratorium on companies or independent owner-operators?
R: It is across the board on both today.
Q/C: Here is an example, a company was fined $700,000 for failing to comply with an audit, but they’re still
operating today. Financial penalties should be looked at and should be stronger.
R: We want a strong incentive for people to comply. In our new licensing agreement that loophole will be
closed. The enhanced audit compliance program will ensure severe consequences for non-compliance.
Proposed New TLS System
Q/C: How will implementing this prevent another disruption? That is not so clear.
R: We are adding greater accountability for trucking companies using independent owner-operators.
Q/C: Not sure this is fundamental in the problems with regards to previous disruptions. Our concerns are
getting trucks turned and reservations and this appears to be the fundamental problem. I’m not sure that
this will really affect the struggles that I perceive we’ve had from the beginning.
R: TLS is not the silver bullet, but it is one component of all the pieces that have to work together. There
are many components working together to ensure the success of Smart Fleet. With GPS we will have
much more data. Some accountability will also be passed on to drivers. For example, trucks arriving 2 to 4
hours early for a reservation, including prior to start of operations each day is affecting the drivers’ overall
wait time experience.
Q/C: Factors to look at are the number of PULSEs from Montreal to Vancouver, shift in lumber from
Montreal to Vancouver, and organic growth in whole market.
Q/C: You mentioned consistency across all terminals and reservations, who in new system will be
responsible for reservations to ensure the gate compliance portion?
R: We can’t answer that question yet. The answer will come out of this whole process. Ultimately that
system should be self-contained and self-monitored but maybe it does need to be a third party.
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Q/C: We like the Score system with DPI, companies could have a better handle on what’s going on. It is
different depending on the system. Some companies will want control and some will want the
responsibility passed on to drivers. Maybe TEUs = reservations?
Q/C: Should the Port be responsible if TEUs = reservations? And holding terminals to account? We need
someone to monitor this and the Port could play a big part in this.
Q/C: With the TLS changes of June 15, we are still not clear on security deposit, performance bond, etc.
What are minimum requirements on sponsorship so people can start looking, and what does it mean? What
kind of grace period do you have to find someone? We appreciate opportunity to participate.
R: Busy days here at Port Metro Vancouver, and the target June 15 date for TLS reform identified in the
Joint Action Plan is not set in stone. There are lots of things that are happening concurrently. We will use
this feedback to further develop the TLS reform. The foundation is on the table and it is being further
developed and reviewed. We intend to report in about three weeks time, and then we can go back out with
a second round of consult and post material to our website. Once implemented, we may help match
trucking companies with independent owner-operator drivers by providing a link to some kind of service
from our website.
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: From an accountability standpoint, I think that the ocean carriers’ side of it needs to come into play;
some reservation problems have just been due to over-booking. It is very frustrating and there is more
demand for reservations than there is actual capacity at the port.
Q/C: I am curious about performance monitoring. I would like more information moving forward.
R: Suggestions have been NSC, engine performance monitoring (or others with positive environmental
impact), CORE certification, combo chassis, automatic engines and mandatory drug testing. One we talk
about is equipment utilization but those are just some examples.
Q/C: I think we have too many trucks right now, but we don’t have enough good trucks and good trucking
companies. The barriers to TLS should not be prohibitive towards newer trucking companies wanting to
come in.
R: The intention is not to grandfather anybody. We want to make sure whatever system we use creates
that kind of marketplace.
Q/C: Fleshing out performance metrics would be good.
Implementation
Q/C: Problems will arise again in future if only the TLS is implemented and broad-scope reservation changes
are not. As long as terminals control reservations on their own, problems will arise again.
Communications
Q/C: We appreciate the updates and would like to continue to receive updates.
Q/C: Thank you for all the conversation. It would be good to make sure to include other shippers and other
transloaders to make sure all opinions are captured. Please keep us involved.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 13, 2014.
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Summary of the Shipping Federation of Canada Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation
for the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Wednesday, April 16, 2014 at the Canada Place
Operations Meeting Room, 999 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Bill McKinstry, Shipping Federation of Canada
Allan Roloson, NYK Line Canada Inc.
Famida Thobami, ZIM
Alex Park, APL
Brad Carter, China Shipping
Anne Legars, Shipping Federation of Canada
Jean-François Belzile, Shipping Federation of Canada

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 10:30 a.m. The facilitator explained
the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and that
Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives
introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the draft new
TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: What is a rail arm?
R: The arms that come down at a railroad crossing.
Q/C: Would the licenses be directed to trucks or trucking companies?
R: Licences would be for trucking companies and their company drivers. For independent owner-operators,
a license would exist by nature of an agreement between a company and independent owner-operators. If
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severed, independent owner-operators can’t access port property until they have a new agreement with a
company.
Q/C: In general, are trucking companies in favour of the TLS reform?
R: There is a lot of different feedback. For the most part, we’ve heard that trucking companies are willing to
take on more accountability provided that they have control over whom they employ.
Q/C: With a sponsorship agreement, it makes sense that companies should be able to hire who they want.
Q/C: What are minimum standards for a trucking company?
R: We haven’t made those determinations right now – this is part of what we are consulting on now. There
will be annual license fee.
Q/C: I would like to see huge infrastructure investment from trucking companies. Basically make them a
stakeholder so they have the incentive to maintain a stable work force. We want companies with structure
and function and they need to be a company in all aspects.
R: Agreed.
Current TLS Program
Q/C: I don’t think the idea of independent owner-operators having total control over licenses is good. I think
this TLS reform is long overdue.
Q/C: In 2011, it was determined that off-dock moves were not in federal jurisdiction. What has changed?
R: Off-dock moves are not part of federal jurisdiction, it is provincial and the province is taking the lead on
compliance enhancement.
Q/C: I don’t want to see a situation where rates are being enforced at a federal level that have nothing to do
with work going on at port. I don’t want to carry a burden I don’t need, I don’t want to subsidize a part of
this I’m not involved in. Customers need to pay truckers what they’re worth. We don’t want to pick up their
slack.
R: That’s what we expect also.
Q/C: I would recommend that you consider addressing truckers directly with their concerns not just the
unions. Sometimes truckers feel they have no voice and they may be subject to retaliation if they talk too
much so talk to them confidentiality.
R: We are consulting with very small trucking companies as well as union and non-union drivers. Retaliation
is addressed in the Joint Action Plan with the whistle-blower program.
Q/C: It sounds to me like this is more regulation. Terminals should be careful how much they get involved
because the process could make terminals responsible for everything, which creates significant leverage for
the organized drivers and blow up into a much bigger issue.
R: A free market is the long-term goal. We are trying to find the middle ground, moving from full
moratorium to less once we have more stability and the root causes are addressed.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: How is sponsorship going to work? Will lots of independent owner-operators take kindly to this? Do
we foresee there will be more unrest?
R: It is hard to tell how people will react but the concept is similar to existing “claimed” and “unclaimed”.
We’ve heard problems around independent owner-operators being “claimed”, but not being used. With the
new sponsorship system, either party can sever an agreement. There is an element of risk to both parties,
but they can each seek new sponsorship agreements.
Q/C: So you assign a particular number of licenses to companies, and then truckers have to find a
company? And then if the trucker wants to leave, they can, but they have to find a company with an extra
license?
R: It’s not so much an “extra” license, but one could be created by the sponsorship agreement.
Q/C: I have asked for more detail on what data is available now through the existing reservations systems
but I have had no response yet. Specifically, I would like information about compensation for truckers,
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reports on terminals and GPS. GPS only provides a picture; we need to go into the data to understand it.
We need to create a framework to see what it truly means. For example, trucks parked, but not waiting,
inside geo-fences shouldn’t be paid, but time is being logged regardless. Or if driver experiences a waiting
time significantly higher than average, can we see why? We need to know all of that before delivering
compensation. We need to understand the reasons – if someone is irresponsible, for example the
paperwork is not right, they shouldn’t be paid for that. Bad paperwork causes difficulty for everyone in the
chain. On the website GPS data sharing was mentioned but there is definitely some information we don’t
want to share. A level of information is needed to understand the situation and it should be available to Port
Metro Vancouver or other responsible parties.
R: When you look at a common reservation system, there is a sophisticated operating performance
package. GPS only gives us times, we don’t get the terminal data and we have limitations when we only
have times. We have identified the need to figure out what’s happening and why. It is quite complex to
integrate all these sources of data, but to get more efficient terminal operations we have to merge all this
information.
Q/C: We want to be sure that you will point the finger at the right people. You will need that information
before you can implement any compensation.
R: This is all under consideration for the Joint Action Plan. Arriving early for appointments is a huge problem
in the industry.
Q/C: You can’t prove a situation until you understand it. The data I’ve seen so far doesn’t do that.
R: Noted.
Q/C: When you talk about waiting times, do you account for waiting times outside terminal? And how many
trips a trucker can perform in a normal day?
R: Yes, we look at staging time and some road times. With the licensed trucks with GPS, we also have
looked at utilization. With full GPS, we could do that with everyone.
Q/C: Wait times are directly affecting the industry, so definitely need to be considered.
Q/C: As long as truckers and trucking companies are happy with the proposed TLS changes, it should work
because they were the ones who actually started the strike.
R: So far, we have heard general agreement that this is an improvement.
Q/C: With proposed night gates and under-utilization the costs are being passed down to the carriers. What
kind of time frame are we looking at for the extended gate pilot project?
R: Nothing has been finalized. There is a financial risk to terminals if they have night gates that are underutilized. We’re looking at options for consistency of night gates to provide them every day of the week. It
will be a 10-12 week program with 60-days notice so industry can plan accordingly.
Q/C: As long as gates are consistent because we can’t run a business when gates are there and then
suddenly they are cancelled.
R: Port Metro Vancouver will cover shortfalls below the required utilization threshold during the pilot project
to make sure gates remain open.
Q/C: With the sponsorship program I don’t think there is a win-win, because in slower times you will find
trucking companies holding drivers ransom. A trucker may not have that ability to leave, because he can’t
go elsewhere.
R: Accountability will be placed on trucking companies to attract and retain their employees. It’s as close to
a free market situation as we can get.
Q/C: It is about time companies have more say in the type of work environment they want. They’re
somewhat controlled by drivers.
R: We have heard there is a mindset that some independent owner-operators don’t want to work nights
and weekends, and moving forward there will be performance expectations for both parties. We will hold
companies accountable, and they will hold drivers accountable.
Q/C: With the sponsoring system, if drivers control it, it’s flawed and if companies control it, it’s flawed.
There are problems with systems organized either way.
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Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: On the permit requirements, where does the safety of trucks fall in? That seems historically one of the
items that have followed late. We don’t see anything being done to set up a process to make sure trucks
are safe on a daily basis. We should not rely on random checks.
Q/C: Maybe companies should have mechanics?
R: We rely on the National Safety Code. We are in constant discussion with the province’s Commercial
Vehicle Safety and Enforcement (CVSE) group regarding the weigh-in-motion program near Deltaport. While
implementation depends on the progress of a separate project), if that project goes ahead, CVSE could use
the area on a more consistent basis with additional enforcement.
Q/C: Why can’t companies be forced to have full inspections twice a year? There are so many different
examples of trucks not being maintained.
R: They are decaled by provincially licensed mechanic shops and those shops are monitored and audited by
CVSE. There isn’t really anything we can do above and beyond that. If you have specific safety standards in
mind we would like to hear those suggestions.
Q/C: Have truckers expressed concerns about truck safety?
R: ICBC is working on a pilot program for safety. They will work with a trucking company to develop
adequate driver training and look at their maintenance program to make sure they have that in place. They
do follow-ups a year later to audit them. Right now it is voluntary. It is another avenue to encourage better
driver training but also ensure companies are maintaining equipment on an ongoing basis.
Q/C: There are pre-requisites on safety for TLS, but Port Metro Vancouver is not following up. Drivers don’t
have the money to maintain their equipment.
Q/C: We feel we were the victims in the most recent job action. We’re not in a position to bear any
additional costs – those costs need to be borne by the terminal. We’ve seen gates cancelled and the
industry is not working nights or weekends. They need to start paying a cost. We won’t accept a wharfage
fee or a fee in any other aspect. We just can’t afford it.
Q/C: The true user of the port is the importer and exporter, not the carrier. The Port of Los Angeles has a
premium for day shift and no premium at night. The terminals need to interact with trucking companies
who can bill the shipper directly and the carrier has to stay out of it.
Q/C: Do you think that the minimum of three trucks needed to be considered “a trucking company” is too
low?
R: We’ve heard that, but small companies disagree.
Q/C: We need to get bigger and the price of entry has to be higher. Small companies cause problems.
R: Just because you’re big, doesn’t mean you’re not part of the problem. The same goes for small
companies. One possibility under consideration is an annual fee based on fleet size.
Implementation
Q/C: If you look at the terminals there is lots of backlog and congestion because of their system. Are they
doing different things to make it better?
R: We’ve had lots of discussion with terminals and for the most part they’re onside. One option they’ve
identified is extending gate hours. We are at the point where you can’t put anything more on the day shift.
We need to stretch the terminal day over a longer period of time.
Q/C: Until a new reservation system is up and running, is there an interim solution to get double-ended
moves happening? We hope that new system will incorporate double-ended moves.
R: In a new system we have identified that double-ended moves are a must-have.
Q/C: What is the implementation timing for the new reservation system?
R: Hoping later this year, but this is a pretty complex piece of software. Consultation on a proof of concept
will take place later this year.
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Q/C: The timing is challenging for industry. It is a consistent complaint. We need change in the reservations
system now. We want functionality for truckers to do double-ended moves so we can eliminate “empty
miles” from the system.
Q/C: This is all about turn-around at terminals and developing a proper and viable system for truckers. And it
is about cost – ocean-shipping side won’t be footing the bill.
Communications
Q/C: We will put our heads together and get our feedback to you in writing. We need to collect feedback
from our members too.
Q/C: I think the most important thing will be communication back and forth. There are lots of parties playing
an active role in this.
Q/C: We represent such a small part of trucking aspect. People paying the bills need to be at these tables.
Costs need to be shouldered by those who should be paying those bills, and that’s not us. It should be the
customers, importers and exporters, etc. Everybody is working on a free-market basis but that is not
necessarily right because everyone needs to make a fair wage.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Stakeholder Meeting
April 15, 2014
Summary of the UTA / UNIFOR Local VCTA Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the consultation for
the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Tuesday, April 14, 2014 at the Pacific Meeting Room,
Port Metro Vancouver, 100 The Pointe, 999 Canada Place, Vancouver, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Paul Johal, VCTA/UNIFOR
Paul Uppal, VCTA/UNIFOR
Manny Dhillon, UTA
Harmen Shergill, UTA
TJ Dhami, UTA
Gagan Singh, UTA
Gurjit Dulay, UTA

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Pam Ryan, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 11:00 a.m. The facilitator explained
the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one of the stakeholder meetings in a series of planned
stakeholder meetings, and that Lucent would prepare a Consultation Report. The facilitator and Port Metro
Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Introductions
Pam Ryan conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Pam Ryan
providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the new draft
TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Pam Ryan led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments were
welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
Questions for Clarification
Q/C: Is the extended gate pilot project basically just a way to see who benefits?
R: It allows us to plug in an assumption about the hours needed and gate utilization, and see how it works.
Q/C: Is it possible to get copies of today’s presentation?
R: Not at this moment as we still have a presentation to deliver tomorrow. We want to make sure that
everyone who sees this presentation gets it with narration and context. It will be released with the
consultation report.
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Current TLS System
Q/C: Some companies are using joint TLS, charging $400-500 monthly for Joint Temporary Permits (JTPs).
Basically selling JTPs.
Q/C: Why do you think it’s necessary to give all licenses to the company rather than individuals?
R: That is not set in stone – it is the idea that we have now. We still have to okay moves for drivers
between companies and we can allow that as necessary but we don’t want it being done with tremendous
regularity. For example, if we are dealing with a seriously negligent driver, maybe that relationship needs to
end.
Proposed New TLS
Q/C: Looking forward to a future with inland ports, we need to see some mechanism or scanner to check
that people have a legitimate TLS and Port Pass and keeps track of who’s coming in.
R: Yes, we will follow up on that.
Q/C: DeltaPort doesn’t have any system like that but Vanterm does. We have highway trucks accessing the
port that are not part of TLS and it’s a security problem.
R: We’re making note of this, there are some processes in place, but they may not be taking place as often
as we want. We are also doing some random checks.
Q/C: In the last five years we haven’t seen random checks at all.
R: Our last check was mid-January; we identified a few infractions and followed up on them. Until the VACS
gate is installed at DeltaPort, we might have to look at an interim solution.
Q/C: It is better if the license plate has the TLS number so that they are easily identifiable and can be seen
from a distance. Stickers can be lost if you, for example, need to replace a windshield.
R: Acknowledged.
Q/C: For your common reservation system, Deltaport calls it a “Visitor ID”. They kind of get mad if you say
“reservation number”.
R: Noted. From our perspective, it’s a reservation.
Q/C: It’s a good thing that we’re having a pilot project. Right now, some companies are accessing the port
without any limits on the time of reservation; they are “open reservations” (speed gates). My
understanding is that a reservation is a way to deal with how many transactions there are. If we don’t have
that time imposed on the trucker, it causes problems.
R: A speed gate, where a large shipper or bulk is involved, is the only case where we would have
reservations with an undefined time – it’s like a large block reservation. With the common reservation
system, we’re developing a single portal for all four terminals, along with a gate utilization module to
validate activity on a gate. There would also be a reporting module to provide us with better insight into
cases like this where time limits are not followed, so it will help improve transparency about what is taking
place.
Q/C: The speed gates, set up for the biggest carriers, block others during day, so they should be set up
during the late hours.
R: We’re getting feedback on this.
Q/C: A lot of the shops aren’t open when the containers get picked up at a night gate and that’s a problem.
Q/C: If places aren’t open, you need someone to receive products.
R: For some small companies, there has to be enough business to make it beneficial for them to be open to
receive the shipments. Otherwise truckers have to make a double move. With the night gate pilot project,
we will have a committed time frame and guarantee open gates, so industry can plan accordingly to be
open. We would require terminals to share data collected, and with GPS, we can work with our
reservations consultant, Advent, to develop a common reservation system.
Q/C: GPS data should be available so truckers can be on same page.
R: There are some fundamental challenges in terms of privacy. There may be a way to provide some data,
but we need to explore it further.
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Q/C: We want assurance that our workers won’t be walked over.
R: This is part of the reason that we are consulting – we need to hear from everyone what the potential
benefits are, where the concerns are and how we might be able to tweak things so that it works for
everyone.
Q/C: Will there be any type of limit on terminals for appointments?
R: There will be some performance measures. We’re going to require a certain number of reservations.
R: Part of the timeline with reservations is dialogue regarding the new system and establishing rules for the
new system. You can put in a common reservation system, but to get benefits and value out of it for
everyone, you need to also change behaviours. We need to hear the challenges and come up with a new
model – there is more to it than just implementing the system.
Q/C: Generally speaking, there is agreement that it is better than today.
Q/C: Will Port Metro Vancouver charge the company on behalf of drivers?
Q/C: What kind of annual fee are we looking at?
R: It will be reflective of fleet size to some degree.
Q/C: I can see companies charging drivers for that fee, and passing the fee on to drivers.
Q/C: If the fee is higher and it goes back to the drivers, that’s a concern. Right now independent owneroperators pay the fee themselves. I’m afraid that some companies will charge the fee to drivers and then
throw a higher fee on top of that.
R: We’re planning to develop a schedule of fees and some fees will be chargeable to companies, some to
drivers.
Q/C: We understand that we will be charged fees, but we would rather get charged and have a say in the
system.
Q/C: I’m totally against truckers paying the fee. We are trying to get rid of the fee. Many companies don’t
have the same bond with their drivers and once you charge the company, they will find a way to charge
drivers. Lots of these guys are looking to pass the buck and that is what is going to happen. I wouldn’t want
drivers to pay the fee.
Q/C: TLS should be given to the driver or individual. This is a major concern to our members because
companies will misuse that power. The driver is individually responsible for all of their actions. We need
assurance for our jobs. We would like to have a committee to go over this program. At the same time, we
would like to have say when new TLS is rolling out – be on a committee when this is rolling out and sit
together with Port Metro Vancouver to stay on top of this. We are working together to maintain stability, so
we would like a say.
R: One reason to make companies responsible is to ensure things like rate cutting don’t happen. This
creates contractual obligation.
Q/C: Drivers aren’t being paid what they should be paid, and many have no choice but to work for a
company that forces them to do that just to get work.
Q/C: Basically, we’re not making enough to buy a new truck. We need to get to a trip point where you’re
making enough – it’s moving so slowly.
R: That is what the Joint Action Plan is committed to.
Q/C: With regard to liquidated damages, if you damage something you should pay for it. If you have to
renew TLS yearly, and you don’t pay you don’t get your license.
Q/C: What if the Port was able to go through ICBC and file a claim? Collect from ICBC, and truckers go
through ICBC for insurance.
R: As an example, we would need a significant team to manage claims for 343 rail arms. We need
something less administratively heavy.
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Q/C: If we incur liquidated damages, it should apply to the terminal as well.
Q/C: The Port should go through ICBC to find reasons behind damages. The reasons behind it are not
always clear and the driver is not always at fault.
R: We’ve seen them on camera so we have a record of the incidents.
Q/C: Need to address what kind of experience drivers should have to access this facility. It will take 7-10
days sitting next to someone to understand all the different terminals. There is a lot to deal with and lots of
people come in with no experience, which is at least part of the reason damages happen.
R: There is a shortage of drivers and drivers are coming in from everywhere.
Q/C: We can’t blame only drivers. On gates, there should be sensors to make sure the gate doesn’t close
on a truck or tractor.
Q/C: My concern is for the independent owner-operator fees, paid by the company. It is all well and good if
the company pays them, but it has to be directly to Port Metro Vancouver. We don’t want a third- party
involved. You also need to have a mechanism to ensure it’s not being charged back to drivers.
Q/C: The Moratorium was put in place February 17, 2014. It was opened somewhere somehow during the
strike, then in place again on April 7. This was done without consulting anyone. Flooding of the system
doesn’t solve this problem.
Standards and Enforcement
Q/C: We don’t want to see the license fee translated into a charge for drivers. We suggest that the fee be
included in the rate audit.
Q/C: The audit should note if companies try to charge the drivers for license fees.
R: This also could be added to the whistle-blower program.
Q/C: In part of our submission to Port Metro Vancouver, we indicated that companies operating on docks
need all equipment registered and insured, including chassis, to prevent un-insured damage.
R: Agreed. The new service contracts will not allow that kind of activity.
Q/C: Do you have any figures in place for bonds?
R: Not at this time.
Q/C: Our main concern is to have a higher bond so it’s not so easy for just anyone to come up with it. We
included this in our submission.
R: We are considering all of this. We acknowledge all these issues and are reviewing them.
Q/C: The bond needs to be substantial enough to be a deterrent to small companies entering without the
financial backing to pay drivers.
Q/C: When bond is decided, we need to see who will be part of the audit/enforcement committee. We
want to be represented.
R: This likely will be entrusted to PMV.
Q/C: I’m not clear about what you mean by current standards for entry and performance?
R: This relates to existing safety and environmental standards and we’re not looking for any changes or
additional suggestions on these.
Q/C: Can you give an update on environmental standards?
R: We have continued to work with environmental department to help explain issues but we are not likely
to change them. We will maintain the status quo. Environmental issues are not part of Joint Action Plan but
the Port’s position is that there needs to be some degree of environmental standards.
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Q/C: If you look at things coming from the Port’s own database, it goes through importance of driving
habits. Maybe AirCare is getting scrapped but maybe it should be extended. If truckers are required to
change equipment, not all companies I’ve seen had financial options to do so. Drivers paid out of their own
pockets. We want to do our part to keep environment clean, but we don’t want it to be unfair.
Q/C: We see drivers at the terminals idling their vehicles all the time, as long as over lunch. The standards
need to be fair and apply to everyone.
Q/C: If any kind of system is brought in, we would like to see some sort of rebate from government.
AirCare is the best system to see whether a truck is in good shape. Why add extra costs to truckers just for
an extra year?
Q/C: Having the Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) system costs $800, burns more diesel, and takes more out
of the engine. After having the system, emissions have gone up. If you don’t have that system, the AirCare
quality is way better. If emissions are lower without the system, why do we need that in place? And the
current age for trucks is 2007. I’m hearing that will be changing, is there any position on that?
R: We expect environmental standards to stay the same. If we don’t apply a minimum truck age, we could
do something like offering incentives for younger fleets – a discount to the company.
Q/C: If the trucker is making the effort to bring in new equipment, they should get the incentive.
Q/C: If the company decides the minimum age of truck (to guarantee they get the discount), the costs get
forced onto driver.
Q/C: Come 2017, I will have to buy a 2007 or newer truck. Companies will force the driver to buy a new
truck, or paint a new truck, and the costs are passed onto the driver. Where do we get the money to buy a
new truck?
R: The challenge around this is that it has to work for both parties so that the company can successfully
access the port. The intent is that you don’t get those companies forcing drivers to do things and
undercutting, because no one will want to work with those companies.
Q/C: DOC actually restricts the engine. We sent reports to the Port, which clearly showed that DOC
capacity, went up, rather than down.
Q/C: Our concern is really that we don’t want to have environmental standards that don’t work.
R: We are hearing that even when the proper DOC is matched with some trucks, it may not have desired
effects.
Q/C: How can a DOC work with a motor that is not made according to the level of the DOC? It causes it to
burn more fuel and the injectors can be damaged. Are we cleaning the environment or damaging it with a
DOC?
Q/C: Also if that fee will be borne by companies, it should be part of the audit process so it doesn’t get
passed onto drivers. Are there any discussions for a whistle-blower service for independent owneroperators disguised as company trucks?
R: We would envision an amnesty period for a company to define who is a company driver vs. an
independent owner-operator. They will provide clarity to what they are. In the new TLS, we will define a
company driver and an independent owner-operator.
Implementation
Q/C: Regarding the renewal process, if someone doesn’t receive a renewal notice in time, will there be
some sort of response to get that renewed so drivers don’t have to stay at home?
R: We have a customer service team in place and moving forward we expect this to be a big improvement.
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Communications
Q/C: We have another submission coming through for TLS from Unifor. For licensing, the Port will be
processing TLS licenses that are part of the system already. CN is bringing more trucks off the highway and
our main concern is the off-dock relationship. We want to see TLS plus a Port pass for off-dock movers.
R: We are looking into that already.
Q/C: We still don’t have numbers on how many drivers we have in system and how many new licences
were given in the last while. We have requested and not yet received information on the number of
licences before February 17, and after. In the future, we would like to see a six-month record of trucks
working in system with transactions tracked using GPS.
R: Port Metro Vancouver is aware of this request and will follow up in due course.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca with a deadline for comments of April 16, 2014.
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Truck Licensing System Phase 1 Consultation
Stakeholder Meeting
April 9, 2014
Summary of the Western Canada Shippers Coalition (WCSC) Stakeholder Group Meeting for Phase 1 of the
consultation for the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) held Wednesday, April 9, 2014 at the
Pacific Meeting Room, Port Metro Vancouver, 100 The Pointe, 999 Canada Place, Vancouver, B.C.
ATTENDEES
Participants
Ian May, WCSC
Mark Thomson, West Fraser
Ron Redman, ALPAC
Greg Simpson, Millar Western
Angela Mercado, Canfor
Kevin Ouellette, Intact Logistics, Ever-Cold
Laurie Kravski, West Fraser
Betty Barker, Tolko

Port Metro Vancouver Representatives
Greg Rogge, Director, Land Operations
Dale Thulin, Manger, Supply Chain Performance
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, Lucent Strategies
Erin Ryan, Note-taker, Lucent Strategies

Presentation and Comment
The following abbreviations are used throughout this summary:
Q/C=Question/Comment, R=PMV/Lucent Response

1.
Welcome and Introductions
Therese Mickelson, Facilitator, welcomed participants and the meeting began at 2:00 p.m. The facilitator
explained the intent of the meeting, noting that this is one in a series of planned stakeholder meetings, and
that Lucent Strategies would prepare a Consultation Report at the end of the consultation period. The
facilitator and Port Metro Vancouver representatives introduced themselves.
2.
Participants Introductions
Therese Mickelson conducted a round of introductions with all participants.
3.
Presentation
Greg Rogge delivered a presentation about the proposed new Truck Licensing System (TLS) with Therese
Mickelson providing information about the consultation process being undertaken to collect input on the
draft new TLS.
4.
Discussion Session - Questions and Answers
Therese Mickelson led a guided discussion session. Questions were posed to attendees and comments
were welcomed, which prompted the following exchanges:
4.1

Questions for Clarification

Q/C: Why a moratorium?
R: The steering committee felt a moratorium should be in place. The moratorium was removed in March as
a response to the work disruptions. UTA would also like the moratorium back in place until TLS reform is in
place. This is not solely a Port decision; it was done under directives from other parties.
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Q/C: What kind of transparencies can be built into a common reservation system?
R: The new system is intended to allow people to see and book across the system. Terminals will be
required to provide a certain amount of reservations and if they don’t meet that, there will be a penalty.
Penalties will be across the board whether it is the fault of the terminal or the driver.
Q/C: But what visibility will shippers have?
R: We recognize that everyone has different needs and interests. Port Metro Vancouver will conduct a
separate consultation to develop the new reservation system. The Port has contracted with Advent
Intermodal Solutions to develop the new common reservation system.
Q/C: Care must be taken regarding how much transparency there is in the system.
Q/C: The “What we’ve heard” section of the presentation shows the key issues that Port Metro Vancouver
has heard, but there is no discussion about how much drivers are being paid. The Joint Action Plan provided
a 20% pay increase, but if overall efficiency increased, drivers would automatically be making more money.
R: Port Metro Vancouver’s goal is to decrease wait times. The Port is not responsible for setting the rate or
for the recent pay increase outlined in the Joint Action Plan.
Q/C: But compensation is part of TLS? You can’t have rate enforcement without supporting the rate
increases?
R: That is part of the moratorium.
Q/C: But Port Metro Vancouver does influence pay.
R: Setting of rates is outside the Port’s jurisdiction.
Q/C: Under rate audits, off-dock moves are not currently regulated?
R: Currently no, but they are intended to be audited moving forward. BC has committed to rate compliance
review and enhancement including off-dock moves, union and non-unionized companies.
Q/C: Don’t link TLS and the Memorandum of Agreement on rates.
Q/C: Regarding audits has the issue come up that the Port would be auditing its own tenants who own their
trucks? Isn’t this a conflict of interest?
R: We may not be the ones auditing them – the Province or a third party could do this and Port Metro
Vancouver would enforce penalties for non-compliance through TLS.
Q/C: Is there a concern that trucking companies will sell sponsorships?
R: They won’t have that capability, but it could still be a possibility.
Q/C: Could Port Metro Vancouver provide some whistle-blower service for people to report “cheating”?
R: We would like to solidify compliance so that there is no monetary value to permits and licenses.
4.2

Current TLS System

Q/C: What is the ultimate goal of the new system?
R: Improved service, stability, more accountability between trucking companies and independent owneroperators.
Q/C: Under the current system there are limited options for picking companies.
R: It is entirely possible that shipping companies would be able to sponsor drivers in the future.
Q/C: So it sounds like we’re bringing more accountability and more transparency.
R: We believe that this type of relationship is a better model.
Q/C: In terms of the model we’re discussing now, there should be a process to make sure that both the
Port and the shipping company agree that a trucking company is a good company.
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Q/C: The Port should also be checking the shipping company that is offering the sponsorship letter to make
sure it is bona fide.
4.3

Proposed New TLS System

Q/C: The existing rigid structure is creating problems.
Q/C: Numerous items outlined in the proposed reform are an over-extension of what Port Metro Vancouver
should do. The Port should just be a landlord and regulatory body. Could there be legal issues regarding Port
Metro Vancouver extending their reach off-dock for example off-dock rate monitoring, auditing, etc.? Right
now, everyone is charging different rates, nobody knows which way is up. Increased costs are astronomical
and we are fed up and frustrated that we haven’t had any input. Trucking companies should be able to
choose which drivers we want to have access into the port on our behalf. Everything should be a free
market system.
Q/C: Environmental standards are great, but Port Metro Vancouver’s standards and the province’s
standards may not agree, and this could create a legal hurdle.
Q/C: Regarding sponsorship, is there an opportunity for companies to choose who they want to hire?
R: The new TLS model is intended to incent a more mutually beneficial relationship between companies
and drivers so that those who provide good quality service – whether the company or the driver are
successful and stay in the system.
Q/C: If you just get rid of licenses and permits and regulation, then you remove the incentive for people to
create a black market structure that causes the problems we are seeing.
Q/C: Having companies sponsoring trucking licenses is a great idea that needs to be expanded and
highlighted. This is the only sector where I’m limited by the Moratorium and the number of licenses that I
can have. There are some good ideas in the TLS reform but it’s sounds far too complicated. I’ve seen lots
of these things before and it needs to be simplified. I would like shipping companies be able to choose and
sponsor trucking companies, for example, to be able to send a letter of support for a company to help them
get licenses. Right now we are limited by whether or not a company has licenses. You should keep the
substance of what you have here, but give power back to the guys that pay the bills. That is going to create
a true market. I believe the Port’s role should be to monitor licenses and ensure companies conform to
certain regulations. We don’t want to be forced to choose from bad companies just because they have the
licenses.
Q/C: For non-performance, you should be able to send a letter to remove or suspend licenses.
4.4

Standards and Enforcement

Q/C: I think aspects of safety, environment, and performance are all good – you’ve identified them here.
The statistics you keep are important information – you need to keep and share it. Make those statistics
more visible to everyone, like bill payers.
R: We intend to do that moving forward.
Q/C: You have a group of tenants but the Port needs to participate in gate utilization and how terminals
operate. This is a good place for the Port to be involved. Please work with TSI and push on standards, or
monitoring standards.
Q/C: GPS is going to be in every truck? And you’re going to monitor them?
R: Yes.
Q/C: It continues to surprise me how many moves are coming through that terminal. There should be some
incentive on the terminal side to make double-ended moves. Maybe that’s through TLS or a lease
agreement, but there are expectations from the terminals as well.
R: The TLS performance matrix could include something like the percentage of double-ended moves.
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Q/C: You can’t force a terminal to make double-ended moves. You need the whole trucking community
behind it.
R: Double-ended moves provide value to everyone.
Q/C: Double-ended moves fall outside TLS.
Q/C: In terms of the terminal-Port relationship, Port Metro Vancouver needs to be the landlord and take
some control with tenants and influence their behaviour. The people at Port Metro Vancouver are the only
ones that can influence the attitudes of terminals towards truckers and it needs to be done through
dialogue. And say what you mean, mean what you say – the Port has had problems with that in past.
Tensions are high. It’s pretty uncomfortable for us out there right now and will get worse if changes don’t
happen. It is far better if we work together. The Port need to bring us all in if you want help.
R: Agreed. Tensions are heightened right now and everyone is concerned about what the next step is.
Q/C: In terms of collateral damage, I don’t think we’re all on the same page.
Q/C: Railways should have accountability, possibly?
Q/C: This is intensely regulated; the most I’ve ever seen. If things being proposed, like audits, disappear
into the Port’s files then it doesn’t work. Like WCB, the Port should publish names of organizations that
have been sanctioned. Without this, there is no impact. This is a Herculean task you’re taking on – there’s
too much to regulate.
Q/C: Environmental, safety, etc. standards are all good and already regulated. I suggest that if there’s
already an existing process for doing it, use it. The more regulation you impose, the more opportunity for
those to abuse it.
Q/C: Make the bill payer responsible for hiring trucking companies.
Q/C: I have no doubt that the sponsorship approach will be abused.
R: We are trying to push accountability to trucking companies and drivers. Do you have another system that
would work?
Q/C: You can build accountability and self-policing if drivers are accountable to the company, and the
company is accountable to the bill payers or shippers.
Q/C: You must follow through on consequences, make an example of “bad behaviour” to scare others into
“good behaviour”.
Q/C: The whistle-blower system won’t be used.
R: We want it to be used and it is perfectly anonymous with an immediate response.
Q/C: It is more likely to be used if we see follow-through on whistle-blower service.
Q/C: UTA/Unifor is not afraid of anyone except the shippers, because we provide the jobs. If we take our
product via break-bulk because the system doesn’t change, this sends a very strong message.
4.5

Implementation

Q/C: You have to remove the moratorium if you want to connect sponsorship.
R: We have heard loud and clear that trucking companies want to be able to pick whom they hire.
Q/C: Why do you think the model we have proposed wouldn’t work for a small company?
R: It might be difficult to manage based on numbers.
Q/C: How many current licenses are there out there?
R: Today, there are 1,934 but this number fluctuates every day because of renewals.
Q/C: Of those, how many would be company driver vs. independent owner-operators?
R: Just over 800 are independent owner-operators and the remaining are company drivers or quasicompany drivers.
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Q/C: [Re: the presentation deck] Why does Port Metro Vancouver even need to get involved in helping
people exit the system?
R: We expect that some people will be leaving and the exit process has been a topic of discussion.
Q/C: This should be a trucking company issue/responsibility.
Q/C: Expand gate hours to 12-16 hours per day and you will solve the root of the problem. Previously,
moving large volumes of cargo to night gates has averted strikes. If trucks are getting their turn, the
financial situation is solved. Just putting additional regulatory issues in place makes the system more
difficult, not less, and companies like us pay for those inefficiencies. We would have been way better off
paying extra fees to help compensate for night gates.
R: With the common reservation and night gate system the intention would be for terminals to be
accountable to some performance measures.
Q/C: When we talk about increasing the turns, we should also discuss how much drivers are now getting
paid. Frankly we can’t afford that anymore. I think it’s time people started talking about how we can afford
independent owner-operators and five turns a day. It doubles the cost with no benefit – independent owneroperators cost too much. It is premium wages for an entry-level industry. If this is allowed to stand,
container business will stall – it’s not sustainable; it can’t survive.
Q/C: Some truckers making more than doctors is a problem and it’s not sustainable.
Q/C: This is not good for the province. We will ship less and will move shipping through the states if costs
are like this. It is not good for drivers, and not good for Canada. We are the bill payers and if we don’t want
to ship through Port Metro Vancouver, then drivers don’t have jobs, terminal workers won’t have jobs, and
dollars are being thrown away.
Q/C: We talked about all these initiatives, and all of them cost money. Who’s paying for all this?
R: Drayage model, Common Data Interface model, and GPS are all funded, in part, through Transport
Canada, BC Ministry of Infrastructure, and Port Metro Vancouver. Cost recovery in terms of the GPS
program and audit compliance will be part of the annual licence.
R: Common reservation system is a portal.
Q/C: We need to speed this up. 2015 is too late for a common reservation system. I don’t know why it
takes so long.
R: It’s the operational components measures that are very complex.
Q/C: In the meantime, why not get terminals to improve existing systems? That is key to problems.
4.6

Communications

Q/C: What’s the follow up process after this?
R: Lucent will put together a summary report, and all notes. At the same time, the Port will review the
report and put in their considerations. Results will be discussed in the next phase of consultation.
Q/C: Will we be able to provide input on those recommendations?
R: Yes.
Q/C: I appreciate your time today. This process with the rates and the licensing has been an unmitigated
disaster and the last two years of consultation we have been ignored. Two years of deferrals. We have
helped avert several strikes and we proposed numerous solutions. I suggest that processes that are overly
complicated take far too long to implement and cost too much, and have been proposed without our input.
5.
Closing Remarks/Next Steps (Facilitator)
Participants were requested to complete a feedback form and written submissions were welcomed at:
info@lucentstrategies.ca, with a deadline of April 13, 2014.
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From: Chris.Locher@lei.ca
Subject: Port Metro Vancouver TLS input
Date: April 24, 2014 at 5:42 PM
To: info@lucentstrategies.ca
Bcc:
Hello and good afternoon.
It was suggested in our CIFFA/PMV meeting yesterday that I should share my suggestion with yourselves.
The suggestion is that the individual and respective driver's PORT PASS should be at risk should a company be found paying less than the minimum and/or
operating under the incorrect TLS (owner operator versus company truck).
If the driver runs the risk of having his port pass revoked, he may be less willing to play along with violating the TLS pay minimums.
The driver would be putting his personal port access and livelihood at risk by agreeing to cheat the system with his employer.
The risk of losing his port pass, puts the driver in a stronger position when "negotiating" with his employer.
Furthermore, drivers must take on some of the responsibility for any cheating rather than having only the employers facing penalties.

Best Rgds,
Chris Locher
Managing Director
Locher Evers International, L.E.I. Customs Brokers,
Westcon Terminals Ltd., L.E.I. Cartage.
Group Head Office - Vancouver
Main: (604) 523-5100
Direct: (604) 515-5266
Cell: (604) 836-2747
Fax: (604) 523-5127
www.lei.ca

Most countries now require all solid wood packaging be ISPM15 compliant. Ensure your solid wood packaging such as dunnage, blocking,
pallets, crating has the appropriate IPPC stamps, or simply use plastic instead.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DISCLAIMER
All shipments are only accepted subject to the Standard Trading Conditions adopted by the Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association Inc. and/or the Canadian Society of Customs
Brokers. Copy available upon request or on the web at www.ciffa.com or www.cscb.ca

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Chris.Locher@lei.ca
Subject: Webinar with CIFFA April 15 - Responsibilities of other parties
Date: April 16, 2014 at 8:21 PM
To: info@lucentstrategies.ca
Cc: Greg.Rogge@portmetrovancouver.com, Ruth Snowden ruths@ciffa.com, Ron.Gray@lei.ca,
Dale.Thulin@portmetrovancouver.com, gmooney@gmunro.ca, communications@ciffa.com
Hello and good afternoon.
As requested during the CIFFA webinar yesterday, here is the example given of the ocean carrier's responsibilities, or lack thereof, for not having their empty
containers properly screened for damage (designated "good order" or "bad order") at time the empty containers enter the system. "System" refers to the
shared container pool that truckers draw from, at a rail yard, off dock CY, or at one of the 4 marine terminals. When an "unscreened" container is allowed into
the system (general container pool), the pool is now compromised/contaminated.
The example given during the webinar is as follows:
An importer in Toronto returns his/her empty container to CN Rail Brampton. The ocean carrier refuses to pay the railway to inspect the container for
damage/garbage/stains/smells/holes in floor or ceiling/etc.. Container is railed into Deltaport where again, the ocean carrier refuses to pay for any inspection
or screening. Meanwhile, the container has a damaged floor, or reeks of fish, or has dead bodies inside.... The first person who inspects the empty container
is the driver, when it has been lowered onto his chassis.
The driver must leave the terminal to the "safe" area where he is allowed to leave his cab, he then opens the door and inspects the container. Often there is a
problem with the container and the driver now must go back, wait in line, and go through the gate and ask for another. "please kind sir, may I have another
?". He then must wait for a machine to remove the "bad order" container and give him another. The process is then repeated. It is not uncommon for a driver
to do this fire drill 3 times. Last week it took my driver 3 attempts to get an acceptable Hapag 20' out of FSD. Many Hapag's 20's are dreadful! Imagine the
congestion and animosity with the longshoremen that this fire drill can and does create.
The above happens every day and is a blatant example of an ocean carrier downloading their container screening/inspection costs onto the lowly driver.
Consider the huge number of exports in Vancouver that rely on empty imports from Eastern Canada and Chicago (repo's from back east). A very large
percentage of Toronto/Montreal/Chicago emptied import containers are repo'd to Vancouver for our local exports. We all know of the imbalance in Canada
between imports for the east, and exports from the west.
The driver of course is responsible for the condition of the container if he accepts it, and he runs the risk of a shipper/loader refusing "his" container if deemed
unacceptable. All responsibility is on the driver. Imagine if the container if going to the Island or Quesnel for loading and is deemed unacceptable by the
shipper/loader after 10 hours on the highway or an expensive ferry ride. The driver must eat the dead run if the container he accepted is not acceptable by the
shipper/loader.
To compare, when a driver picks up an empty at an off dock, such as Delco/Coast/Metro/Harbour link/TDK, the driver is rarely given an unacceptable
container because the off docks screen/inspect all the containers they receive. Their pools are not compromised. Screening is part of the services they
perform for the ocean carriers and they bill the ocean carriers accordingly.
Please see emails below from an actual event last week when we were instructed by Hapag to pick up 20's at Deltaport. We sent our 3 pack chassis combo
to pick up 3 x 20's. Upon arriving, we were told by Deltaport that the containers had all been previously rejected and were all bad order. We had to leave
empty handed and were of course fined the TGIF of $25 x 3 for not completing the transactions. Cost to me is $75 in TGIF fines and approx $90 per hour x 2
hrs, or up to $340 for missed round trip at the end of the day. I have no issues with TSI in this case as they are following procedures and are not responsible
for the condition of the pool on their property as the carriers refuse to pay them to inspect/screen the empties.
This will become a serious issue going forward when the 14-15 point plan is in effect and terminals must pay $50 after 90 minutes. I predict they will simply
instruct the driver to take the bad container elsewhere and will not allow the "empty container fire drill" , as this would certainly trigger the $50 TGEF after 90
minutes, and another $25 after 120 minutes...
Please feel free to contact me anytime for more examples.
See emails below. The story reads from bottom up. Not a happy ending for me.
Rgds,
Chris Locher
Managing Director
Locher Evers International, L.E.I. Customs Brokers,
Westcon Terminals Ltd., L.E.I. Cartage.
Group Head Office - Vancouver
Main: (604) 523-5100
Direct: (604) 515-5266
Cell: (604) 836-2747
Fax: (604) 523-5127
www.lei.ca
From:
Denise Trent <dtrent@tsi.bc.ca>
To:
"'Chris.Locher@lei.ca'" <Chris.Locher@lei.ca>,
Date:
04/11/2014 02:04 PM
Subject:
RE: Request for vouchers

Good$a&ernoon$Chris,
$
I$regret$to$inform$you$that$vouchers$are$not$provided$for$the$below$scenario.$$Empty$inventory$is$managed$by$the$steamship$line$and$should$release$inventory$they$have$on
dock.

Regards,
$
Denise Trent
Supervisor, Customer Solutions
TSI TERMINAL SYSTEMS INC.
1285 Franklin Street, Vancouver, BC V6A 1J9 Canada
$
From: Chris.Locher@lei.ca [mailto:Chris.Locher@lei.ca]
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 10:18 AM
To: Denise Trent
Subject: Request for vouchers
Hi Denise
We are hoping TSI can issue vouchers for these. We sent a truck (LEI #110) to Deltaport this morning to pick up 3 x 20' Hapag empties per Hapag's
instructions, only to find they were all damaged.
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See 3 x emails below.
Your consideration is very much appreciated.
Best Rgds,
Chris Locher
Managing Director
Locher Evers International, L.E.I. Customs Brokers,
Westcon Terminals Ltd., L.E.I. Cartage.
Group Head Office - Vancouver
Main: (604) 523-5100
Direct: (604) 515-5266
Cell: (604) 836-2747
Fax: (604) 523-5127
www.lei.ca
----- Forwarded by Chris Locher/Vancouver/LEI on 04/11/2014 10:01 AM ----From:
"Dartevelle, Laure" <Laure.Dartevelle@hlag.com>
To:
"Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca" <Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca>, CanadaRelease West <CanadaRelease.West@hlag.com>,
Cc:
"Chris.Locher@lei.ca" <Chris.Locher@lei.ca>
Date:
04/11/2014 09:45 AM
Subject:
RE: BOOKING 16568448

Good morning,
All remaining 20std are Delta port are damaged. I released 7x20std dry from Harbour link.
Best regards,
Laure Dartevelle
Hapag-Lloyd (Canada) Inc.
Vancouver Equipment Dispatch coordinator

From: Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca [mailto:Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca]
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 8:39 AM
To: CanadaRelease West
Cc: Dartevelle, Laure; Chris.Locher@lei.ca
Subject: RE: BOOKING 16568448
GOOD MORNING
YOU HAVE NO CONTAINERS AT DELTAPORT??? WE HAVE 3 RESERVATIONS FOR RIGHT NOW, DRIVER THERE AND THEY ARE TELLING HIM
YOU HAVE NONE THERE YOUR ONLY 7 ARE GOING ON THE SHIP????
WE WILL LOSE $25.00 PER RESERVATION, A VALUABLE "TRIP" BY OUR DRIVERS AND ALL FOR NOTHING
WHERE DO YOU HAVE EMPTIES YOU HAVE MADE THIS BOOKING FOR?
MOE
Please feel free to respond in capitals

Please feel free to respond in capitals
eyes are not as good as they used to be!!
HAVE A GREAT DAY
Moe
LEI CARTAGE
604-525-4095
604-523-5112
CanadaRelease West <CanadaRelease.West@hlag.com>
Sent by: "Dartevelle, Laure" <Laure.Dartevelle@hlag.com>
04/09/2014 12:58 PM

To "Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca" <Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca>
cc
Subject RE: BOOKING 16568448

Hi Moe,
Release is set up at Delta port for 12x20std dry
Best regards,
Laure Dartevelle
Hapag-Lloyd (Canada) Inc.
Vancouver Equipment Dispatch coordinator

From: Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca[mailto:Moe.Siebolts@lei.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 12:44 PM
To: CanadaRelease West
Subject: BOOKING 16568448
GOOD AFTERNOON
COULD YOU PLEASE RELEASE 12 X 20 FOR ME ON THE ABOVE BOOKING
THANKS MOE
Please feel free to respond in capitals
eyes are not as good as they used to be!!
HAVE A GREAT DAY
Moe
LEI CARTAGE
604-525-4095
604-523-511

Most countries now require all solid wood packaging be ISPM15 compliant. Ensure your solid wood packaging such as dunnage, blocking,
pallets, crating has the appropriate IPPC stamps, or simply use plastic instead.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DISCLAIMER
All shipments are only accepted subject to the Standard Trading Conditions adopted by the Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association Inc. and/or the Canadian Society of Customs
Brokers. Copy available upon request or on the web at www.ciffa.com or www.cscb.ca

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100 – 20111 93A Avenue
Langley, BC V1M 4A9
e bcta@bctrucking.com
t 604 888 5319 f 604 888 2941
toll free 1 800 565 2282
bctrucking.com

April 23, 2014
Pamela Ryan
President
Lucent Strategies
via e-mail: pamryan@lucentstrategies.ca
Re.: Port Metro Vancouver Truck License System Consultation

Dear Pam:
This letter constitutes a compilation of the consistent remarks made by members of the British
Columbia Trucking Association (BCTA) during the four drayage consultation sessions conducted
by Lucent Strategies on behalf of Port Metro Vancouver (PMV) regarding PMV’s proposed
changes to its Truck License System (TLS).
•

Trucking companies welcomed the opportunity to take on responsibility for their owneroperators and employee drivers and supported PMV withdrawing permits as a construct in
the TLS. The existence of permits creates the perception that owner-operators have a
direct relationship with PMV independent of the trucking companies with whom they
contract. We believe that one of the consequences of this perception was the recent
disruption: owner-operators believed they could discuss and negotiate the terms of their
contracts with PMV and, subsequently, the provincial and federal governments rather than
with their trucking companies.

•

In order to assume the responsibility outlined above, trucking companies require full
autonomy in choosing the owner-operators with whom they wish to contract. In other
words, trucking companies should be allowed to contract with any owner-operator who
meets a company’s individual contracting standards regardless of whether that owneroperator currently has a TLS permit.

•

BCTA generally opposes PMV’s desire to manage supply of drayage trucks because it has
been historically proven that this is not possible. BCTA recognizes the regulatory
requirement for a TLS, but we oppose any undue bureaucracy or administration associated
with the system, particularly as this would also serve to unnecessarily raise costs and
contribute to a reduction in the competitiveness of the gateway. For example, the proposed
review and approval system for increasing fleet size, whether company trucks or owneroperators, seemed onerous, time-consuming and needlessly intrusive. Trucking businesses
can grow for a variety of reasons, including business expansion of the current customer
base and attraction of new customers. While PMV would obviously retain the right to cancel
truck licenses for non-compliance, it should not otherwise be in a position to dictate when
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trucking companies are allowed to grow. Notification of an expansion of fleet size should be
sufficient to meet PMV’s needs, since every truck may not be solely devoted to transporting
containers.
•

BCTA supports the principle of high environmental standards and agrees with the desirability of
a newer drayage fleet, but cautions these standards need to be considered within the current
operating context. The 2010 emissions inventory for PMV indicates that “trucks and terminal
fleet vehicles” are the lowest overall emitters of criteria air contaminants and the second
lowest emitters of greenhouse gases. Given this situation, the environmental standards
established for trucks seem to be excessive in comparison to those established for higher
and highest volume emitters. For example, by 2015, ocean-going vessels need only
participate in a port-designated or third-party certification program that promotes
continuous improvement. No specific equipment upgrade requirement is cited. In the case
of rail, only 10% of unregulated (i.e., pre-1973) locomotive engines are to be replaced.

In contrast, the performance target established for trucks is for 80% to meet or surpass
2007 US EPA emissions standards. This performance target is extremely challenging for a
highly competitive sector that is hard-pressed to access capital and faces significant
operational inefficiencies imposed primarily by terminals. Moreover, locally operated
drayage trucks tend to experience low mileage. Therefore, accelerated replacement of
trucks is an unnecessary cost burden. The Northwest Clean Ports Strategy of which PMV is
a signatory recognizes this burden with respect to locomotives, which have a life expectancy
of 50 years.
More recently, the doubling of the fuel surcharge and imposition of a 12 percent increase in
compensation to non-unionized owner-operators and unionized owner-operators whose
collective agreements reference the Ready Rate Schedule by the 15-point Joint Action Plan
will add to the cost burden for affected trucking companies. Those companies whose
customers refuse to recognize these additional costs will be particularly affected. If the
Joint Action Plan is fully implemented, the remainder of the drayage sector will be similarly
affected.
Truck emissions are directly related to vehicle usage. Therefore, PMV’s first priority should
be on facilitating reduced empty miles (i.e., increasing the number of double-ended moves)
and unnecessary idling due to wait times and line-ups. Once these issues have been
addressed, it would be reasonable to measure truck emissions on a Port-wide basis in
comparison to emissions from other sources and then consider the appropriate truck
engine standard and timeline for upgrading the fleet. Maintaining strict environmental
standards in the absence of productivity improvements will not only frustrate the industry,
but will also call into question PMV’s commitment to emissions reduction.
•

Safety standards for vehicles, drivers and trucking companies already exist. PMV should
rely on these measures rather than establishing new standards.

•

Performance security deposits or bonds are unnecessary in light of PMV’s ultimate authority
to cancel truck licenses for non-payment of liabilities.
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•

Given the role of PMV as a regulator of the drayage sector and the degree to which PMV’s
actions can affect the business operations of trucking companies, BCTA recommends that it
establish and maintain strict customer service response time standards with a view to
continuous improvement. The new in-person customer service centre is welcome and
should continue. The prior service standard of responding to e-mails and voice mails within
24 hours was insufficient to meet the needs of TLS license and permit holders.

•

If PMV is going to assess fees as a cost-recovery measure, an annual process involving the
BCTA to develop the budget and share information on the collection and dispensation of the
revenue should be introduced.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. BCTA looks forward to the next
phase of consultation and the development of a fair and effective TLS.
Sincerely,

Louise Yako
President & CEO

